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My cat is a phenomenologist.
Yes, it was a shock to me too: when I realized 

the gaze of my cat enveloping me one afternoon 
in quiet contemplation was absolutely and 
unmistakably attending ‘to the things themselves.’ 
Sweet epiphany! I knew in that moment that 
Sammy was not using or constructing a theory 
about me, and had no need of epoché. 

Having trained in phenomenological therapy 
for the past couple of years, I confess I have 
found it hard to phenomenologise. I always seem 
to have pesky little thoughts and ideas intruding 
before, during and after any experience, rather 
than being in pure communion with it. It is somewhat deflating 
to find that Sammy can do this without the aid of an advanced 
diploma course. It is evident to me – don’t ask me how – that 
his whole being is attuned to the phenomena of his world. 
Simply by sitting and looking, he effortlessly and naturally 
practices what seems such a weighty task to me. 

What value, I now wonder, is all that reading of dense, 
onerous essays and books by those many scholars near and  
far, living and dead, on whom I pinned all my hopes for 
understanding phenomenological psychotherapy – when any 
day you please, you may see Sammy phenomenologising 
without so much as a Heideggerean forethought or a whisker  
of Cartesian doubt?

His example begs the question for the phenomenological 
therapists among us: what exactly are we doing that makes our 
practice phenomenological? I confess I have struggled with this 
since I clocked what Sammy was up to that fateful afternoon. 
Because the scary thing is: he seemed to be doing very little at 
all… And in my practice I do so very much! A bit of epoché, 
some gelassenheit, a reduction here, a bracket there, a little 
description and a dash of hermeneutics. I really don’t think any 
of that is what Sammy is up to. And yet, it is as clear as a 
spring morning in Todtnauberg that he is phenomenologising.

Well, I hope this news doesn’t burst anyone’s therapeutic 
bubble, though mine’s looking a little saggier now. 
Nevertheless, in the spirit of projecting our profession forward, 
I offer two possibilities for optimism.

First, Sammy is not yet offering his services 
as a therapist and seems disinclined to discuss 
his observations. I think this is important, and 
offers some professional comfort to all of us,  
not to mention some personal reassurance to me. 
Second, you will by now have realized that my 
cat now belongs in the pantheon of philosophical 
cats. Well, all two of them. I am thinking of 
Twitter’s angry existential cat (@EC1cat)  
and Montaigne’s playful cat (though we  
might eventually also allow Sartre’s Nothing, 
Foucault’s Insanity and Derrida’s Logos).  
If the SEA can make some use of his star 

potential in some way, we could yet be on to a winning  
formula for fame, fortune or both.

On that note, let me move on to less serious matters. 
It’s a slightly uncanny experience to be editing this 

newsletter so quickly after joining the SEA, but it has been 
lovely to get to know more of you as authors. I’d like to thank 
the contributors to this issue for taking the plunge and offering 
something to entertain, disturb or edify the rest of us. In 
addition to eyewitness reports from the SEA annual conference, 
we have all sorts of relevant and interesting articles about 
Peruvian taxis, women’s shoes, Enid Blyton books, Islamic 
mysticism, ear-pulling, and much, much more. 

This issue is intended as further evolution not revolution, 
and if you have any views on what you would like to see within 
its pages in future, do let me know. I hope it has something in it 
that interests or provokes you, and if not, will you please write 
something for the next issue? The content depends mainly if 
not entirely on SEA members. If you haven’t time for a 
magnum opus, then a short letter to the editor would do (or 
more photos of your client’s empty seat). If you’d like to write 
something for the next issue, due out in September/October, do 
please let me know soon so I can reduce my editorial anxiety 
and put it on my list of wonderful things to come. 

FROM  
THE EDITOR 
ANDREW MILLER

Andrew Miller 
insidework@gmail.com
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Hello All. This is my 
fifth report to you 
from the pages of the 
Hermeneutic 
Circular.

What is existential 
therapy? This is a 
question that I have 
come across many 

times, not only as a member/Chair of the 
Society for Existential Analysis, but also 
as a student and as a person who simply 
had an interest in psychotherapy and 
counselling, as well as philosophy. 

I have to admit that from my very first 
steps in the world of therapy, I had this 
question, and although somebody might 
have expected that a lack of a definite, 
universally accepted answer would turn 
me away from the approach, it did the 
opposite .  As a young student  that 
questioned, I found shelter in an approach 
that refused to give a definite answer, yet 
had the courage to say what it is not. This 
position came as a definite response to 
the deterministic approaches that would 
base their existence in postulates and a 
series of hypothetico inductive and 
deductive associations, creating a fixed, 
solid theoretical core. A shelter that would 
allow possibilities of things to be different, 
would allow the person who became a 
client to have their own theory of the world 
and themselves, and at the same time 
appreciate that the person who became the 
therapist is equally a person, with the same 
rights to a theory of their own, adding 
uniqueness to the event of their meeting. 

This shelter, hinted a response, as 

someone recently said when commenting 
on the rise of positivism even in social 
research, to the return back and for good 
to stoicism; and within the boundaries of 
our professional practice, existential 
philosophy would inspire similarly a 
discussion between clients and therapists, 
whether idiographic,  hermeneutic, 
heuristic or deterministic, linking a 
pragmatic nature with an experiential 
being to the therapeutic encounter. 
Personally, I think it will be really 
interesting to see how existential therapy 
carries on positioning itself in the era of 
determinism or the era of vagueness, as 
a philosophy teacher of mine once said. 
And as an ex-member of our society very 
honestly once said, as people, we do not 
live in 50-minute intervals, reminding us 
that philosophical enquiry transcends the 
limits of our practice experiencing world.

This issue comes just before the first 
World Congress for Existential Therapy, 
w h i c h  h a s  t h e  t h e m e :  F r e e d o m , 
Responsibility and the Meaning of Being. 
It will take place in London on 14-17 May 
2015. The Society for Existential Analysis 
is supporting this initiative and will be 
present in a number of forms, hoping to 
communicate with individuals and 
organisations that have a shared interest in 
the existential world of therapy. I, personally, 
am looking forward to meeting all the people 
that will be taking part in the congress from 
all over Western Europe, Scandinavia, 
Eastern Europe, Russia, Ukraine, USA, 
Canada, Central and Latin America, Africa, 
Australia and China and Japan, all having 
a definition of what existential therapy is, 

as well as sharing something in common 
that brings them together.  I hope that 
meeting these people will enhance my letter 
to you in the next issue and that I will have 
some interesting stories to share.

On a more local front, the SEA is 
beginning a new cycle of Continuous 
Professional Development events, which 
began with an open discussion on 
Practicing Existential Therapy: the 
Relational World, with Professor Ernesto 
Spinelli on 21 March (see page 28). These 
events will hopefully continue, on a 
different scale than the congress, a vibrant, 
alive and consistent effort to explore a 
world of existential thought that brings 
people together and creates discussions, 
questions and further developing of the 
ideas that our members are dealing with, 
as our annual conference on Truth or Dare 
very successfully did in November 2014. 

I want to welcome Andrew Miller in 
the role of editor for the Hermeneutic 
Circular, as in this way we will continue 
to enjoy this form of communication after 
a period of pause and reformation. Please 
let us know your feedback. We are in the 
majority a society that runs on the 
voluntary service of members, and it is 
vital to have more and more people 
involved in key roles in order to enhance 
our own experience of the society as 
members. 

Meanwhile, I am looking forward to 
seeing you all at our CPD events in future. 
Take care and thank you for all your 
support.

Bye for now.

REPORT FROM  
THE CHAIR
PAVLOS 
FILIPPOPOULOS
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I am frightened and anxious going to SEA 
conferences. 

I really don’t know how true this is, but I 
think I feel an irrational and uncertain and 
entirely unstable desire to affirm myself as 
an ‘existential therapist’. I judge this irrational 
and uncertain and unstable desire to be absurd 
and ridiculous and unrealizable. But this 
doesn’t seem to prevent me from feeling it 

and the terrible feelings that argue with that desire and haunt me 
in approaching my attendance at such events. I feel a little like 
I’m going to become that character played by Tom Cruise in Eyes 
Wide Shut when he is expelled from the orgy he has cheated his 
way into by pretending to be someone he is not. 

I know, if challenged, that I can play the part well enough. 
Saying the words ‘existential phenomenology’ do well enough 
for me in a public setting I find, and I can bluff out the part by 
saying this and offering a few philosophical anecdotes. But in the 
annual SEA existential orgy, I fear the sort of scrutiny that will 
unmask me. There really is no justification for my presence there; 
someone should send me home.

 Arriving for last November’s conference at the NCVO, I met 
a nice Greek bloke standing outside smoking a cigarette. We 
reminded each other, smiling and being friendly, that we had met 
before, which I found calming. I tried not to look too desperate 
but I’m sure I will have offered him my ‘knowing smile’ – which 
is really just my desperation in disguise. However, as I left him 
to get on with his busy preparations as a conference organizer, I 

found a more open-hearted and ‘genuine’ presence in me in entering 
the building. He had allowed me to allow my-self a little 
vulnerability I suppose.

 I’ve been around for a while, so there is always the chance 
that I’ll meet someone I know a little. Not, as it turned out, my 
former therapist who I met by chance some months before on the 
South Bank and suggested he might be coming, but first someone 
I trained with at New School and later someone I met at a workshop 
run by a Zen Buddhist a few years back. We had been encouraged 
to look into each other’s eyes in a very unfussy and unpretentious 
sort of exercise and to our great surprise had found a quite powerful 

‘connection’. We talked a little at the conference and she told me 
something of her current troubles in life, which was a bit of a 
relief from my anxious, fearful lonely position.

 Ernesto Spinelli was sort of top of the bill and I was looking 
forward to hearing what he had to say. I can remember an SEA 
meeting many years ago now with him in a white suit walking 
around a room reading something he’d written on Philip K. Dick. 
He read from cards he then tossed onto the floor as he finished 
with them. It was all very exciting but fun and playful and I felt 
brave enough to speak to him at some point even though I was in 
awe of him in his white suit, and there is no doubt in my mind 
that I gave him my most knowing smile at some point. (Steve 

EXISTENCE PRECEDES ESSENCE
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Tickton was there and he sang his old song about Mr. Freud – ‘Oh 
Mr. Freud, oh Mr. Freud, How I wish you had been otherwise 
employed!’ – a throwback to even earlier days for me and my 
work with the ‘Survivors’ movement at Mind in Camden, but 
that’s a whole other story!)

 Something of the mood of last year’s conference reminded 
me of that and what I remember as a less earnest and sincere and 
rather more playful time. 

During a discussion led by Dr. Spinelli and the nice Greek 
bloke on ‘bringing the existential back into existential therapy’, 
someone rather in awe of Dr. Spinelli chirped up something about 
that old devil, reputation, and Dr. Spinelli’s reputation in particular. 
Dr. Spinelli let his admirer know that whatever reputation or fame 
he might have with her or the wider world, he was really only a 
very small fish in a very large sea and that her concern that his 
fame might be an impediment to his work was misplaced. I wasn’t 
convinced this was quite so, and my own little contribution to 
this discussion was to suggest to him that as a therapist he would 
perhaps quickly divest himself of the ‘magic, mystery and authority’ 
(see The Brothers Karamazov) conferred on him by his fame and 
reputation. My query was greeted with uncertainty by him (I think) 
but the discussion had already been moved away from the figure 
of Dr. Spinelli by the man, Ernesto, himself. This moment sums 
up for me my sense of the attitude of a conference which was, for 
me, far less wrapped up in magic, mystery and authority than 
many I have been to previously.

 There were glorious moments for me, not least John Rowan 
being advised on what car would suit him by touching his hand 
up to a tree, or George Berguno’s brilliantly accurate experiential 
description of theory. The presentation on ‘Existential 
Experimentation’ in the NHS filled me with shocked horror, 
though, and it felt to me that the temperature of the main conference 
room dropped by 10 degrees when it was running. I was clinging 

desperately to some hope that this was all really some sort of 
necessary Machiavellian strategy to try and get a human foot in 
the (automated) NHS door – a Trojan horse for better things to 
come – but I was too shy and scared of the very efficient sounding 
presenters to make any comment.     

 After my slightly awkward goodbye at the end of the day to 
the woman whose eyes had appealed for my protection, I got 
ready to leave. The nice Greek bloke had ended the conference 
by inviting us to ‘dare’ to come to the pub. I thought about this 
but frightened and anxious again I expelled myself from  
the existential orgy and walked down to King’s Cross with a nice 
man I met on the way out of the building who was from  
Exeter. He told me that he was practicing as an ‘existential  
therapist’ in a GP practice down there. I took heart from this and 
silently waved a defiant fist at my despairing memory of  

THE EMPTY 
SEAT

‘Existential Experimentation’.  Maybe I took a little social courage 
from him too, because challenging my indecisiveness and 
overcoming my lonely despair I then walked back up towards  
the NCVO and found the pub where people from the conference 
had ‘dared’ to come.

 I’ve been around for a while, lingering on the edges too much 
perhaps, and after a quick look at what Arsenal were doing against 
Manchester United on the TV screens in the pub and a short look 
around, I found someone I’ve met before and got into conversation 
with her, mostly about her current troubles, which was a relief 
(again). I caught the eye of the nice Greek bloke as I left I think 
– but I may be just inventing this memory for the sake of giving 
this story a bit of an arc and relieving myself of some of its tension 
– but I walked out of the pub without giving him a knowing smile 
and at least less frightened and anxious than I had been on arriving 
and sent my-self home. My gratitude for this experience goes out 
to the conference organizers, including of course the nice Greek 
guy, whose name is Pavlos Filippopoulos, of course!

Contact Hugh Knopf at hughknopf@rocketmail.com.

EXISTENCE  
PRECEDES ESSENCE

CONTINUED

L E S L E Y  H I N D E R

‘I was clinging desperately to some  
hope that this was all really some sort  

of necessary Machiavellian strategy  
to try and get a human foot in  

the (automated) NHS door’
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Marty Radlett and I presented a workshop 
with the above title at the ‘Truth or Dare’ 
SEA conference in November 2014. Marty 
and I have known each other for years but 
it was only recently that we realized how 
much we shared when it came to the state 
of  exis tent ia l  therapy today.  We had 
wonderful ranting-from-the-heart sessions 
via email and face-to-face while we decided 

what we wanted to say. 
The gist of our workshop was that we both felt that our beloved 

existential approach was still influenced and operating under the 
psychoanalytical umbrella. We wanted to explore the vexed issue 
of the therapist’s anonymity, the frame, boundaries, and self-
disclosure, which we felt was still being partly defined by 
psychoanalytical thinking.

Marty wanted to finish with examples from the memoir 
Mockingbird Years by Emily Fox Gordon, a former client of Leslie 
Farber — a therapist who most certainly self-disclosed, stretched 
the frame, and ignored conventional therapeutic boundaries.

We decided that we needed to be very structured and self-
disciplined with time keeping because our workshop was to last 
all of 40 minutes! I started to feel a mild panic stirring as we 
wondered if there would be any time for the spontaneous discussion 
we had promised.

Our programme notes ended with: ‘We hope our workshop 
will be more like a discussion, where we will all try very hard to 
express ourselves in plain everyday English without the use of 
existential jargon.’ 

Never mind… Marty was good at sorting the order of play and 
she could spell, so I encouraged her to write it all down on a flip 
chart as a way of flagging up what we would talk about. There is 
nothing like bullet points to keep the mind focussed.

We started as planned with Marty giving an introduction about 
how we came to do this workshop together, and providing a brief 
outline of what we wanted to talk about and we finished, as 
planned, with Marty’s response to Mockingbird Years.

I  was feeling quite relaxed and enjoyed listening to  
Marty’s introduction when she suddenly looked at me and said, 
‘Over to you Diana!’ What happened next was one of the strangest 
experiences I have ever had. I first looked at my notes to  
see what I was supposed to be talking about, then I glanced at 
the flip chart (by now not feeling relaxed at all!) and just as  
I was about to speak I thought, ‘I don’t agree with what I am 
about to say!’

How was that possible? I thought I was in agreement even 
while I was listening to Marty. How did that happen?

It struck me that bringing the psychoanalytical approach into 

the discussion was not at all necessary; why not simply question 
how existential therapists and supervisors speak about boundaries, 
the frame, the relationship, self-disclosure, time-keeping and 
endings in relation to existential thinking as we saw it?

Here I was, an existential therapist who was still referring to 
the psychoanalytical approach. 

I made a feeble attempt to shift onto a slightly different track 
by saying that the one thing I did not want to do was to bad mouth 
the psychoanalytical approach. But it was too late; I was off track 
and ‘my voice’ was not in sync with the rest of me. 

It struck me as I was thinking this through (selfie-reflecting?) 
after the workshop that what had happened to me was the very 
thing that Marty and I were up in arms about.

Existential therapists must dare to be spontaneous and not 
worry about those invisible ‘how to be a good therapist’ rules. 
We must respond naturally to the person in the other chair, rather 
than follow a bullet pointed ‘Thou shalt not’ list for the suitably 
boundaried, ‘proper’ therapist. We must have faith and trust in 
the fact that there are always boundaries with every relationship 
and rather than acting the part of a fictional therapist, be real, 
be ourselves and, above all, trust ourselves.

How I now wish I had simply said that I did now not agree 
with what I had planned to say. If only I had given the audience 
and myself time to think about this. One thing springs to mind, 
and that is that we never stand still and are constantly shifting 
our views and perspective. 

The same thing happens in the therapeutic relationship; we are 
changing in relation to our clients and they, too, are changing. 

The process is never linear, never certain or predictable, and 
thoughts are not always clearly formed. Clearly formed thoughts 
become less certain and change shape, and that happens via the 
relationship with the other person. 

I now understand why I love a two-way discussion. This is 
how something new can and might emerge so that my fixed and 
rather limited views can be re-viewed and re-newed.

I know that Marty and I will continue to inspire each other and 
dare each other to express ourselves, but I dearly hope that our 
next gig will be an open discussion about this thing we call 
existential therapy—a discussion where we can listen to others 
and ourselves and change our minds, revisit our heartfelt views 
and fail again better!

Contact Diana Mitchell at didavmitchell@gmail.com.

TRUTH AND DARE IN THE 
THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP

B Y  D I A N A  M I T C H E L L 

S E A  C O N F E R E N C E  2 0 1 4

‘How I now wish I had simply said  
that I did now not agree with what  

I had planned to say’
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‘There is no higher principle 
than this, holding oneself open 
to the conversation’ 

Hans-Georg Gadamer, 
Philosophical Hermeneutics

Having come to the SEA conference as a 
person-centred psychotherapist, I was struck 
by how, as therapists, we gather theories to 

us in a fashion sometimes reminiscent of Eliot’s protagonist in 
The Wasteland; yet this is a necessity, as it enables us to hold 
ourselves open to the conversation, which we know can be deeply 
painful and complex, although ultimately rich and rewarding. We 
hope this is so for our clients, and yet we know in our bones that 
this is also so for ourselves. As Bown, a colleague of Rogers, 
stated: ‘…it is impossible for a therapist not to act in terms of his 

Having a blueprint or garden design (a theory) helps me in the 
process of having a conversation. But it is for me and is only 
useful if it enables me to join the client where they are, so that 
we can truly converse. Recently, having started working on an 
oncology ward, I found myself reflecting on the nature of the 
conversations I am having with the patients there. In King’s article 
on ‘Light and Shadow in the Forest’ following the conference, 
King quotes Heidegger stating that: ‘Each being we encounter 
and which encounters us keeps to this curious opposition of 
presencing, in that it always withholds itself at the same time in 
a concealment’ (Existential Analysis, 26(1): p113). 

It seems to me that in this interplay of light and shadow, in the 
act of withholding and presencing, there is a dignity, which I need 
to notice and respect if I am to truly hold myself open to the 
conversation developing between myself and the other person. 

Contact Helen Storey at helenstorey@hotmail.co.uk

THE EMPTY 
SEAT

[sic] needs. The only choice…is whether I wish to react to whatever 
need I have to defend myself against feeling, needing, involvement 
in general, or whether I wish to develop a sufficient acceptance 
of those needs and feelings so that they can be freely operative 
in all relationships, therapeutic or otherwise’ (Client-Centred 
Therapy, 1951: p163). 

My needs, then, to be at this conference: to give myself permission 
to think, reflect, be stimulated, to meet others, to be confirmed in 
what I do. Coming across Gendlin’s philosophy of the implicit was 
reassuringingly familiar. Greg Madison’s workshop started from 
the premise that the interaction between the existential and the 
phenomenological takes place in the body. He invited each of us 
to experience not only our ‘felt sense’ in relation to a client, but 
also to feel into the client’s ‘felt sense’. I have found in my work 
since, that experiencing that expansion within me has facilitated a 
more nuanced empathic communication on my part; although I am 
mindful too of Winnicott’s famous description of love as ‘innumerable 
failures followed by the sort of care that mends’ and his reassuring 
words to therapists that ‘we know about this because we are all the 
time failing’ (Babies and Their Mothers, 1987: p98). 

Rupert King’s workshop on Heidegger’s essay on art captured 
my imagination. Rupert described himself as a gardener (amongst 
other attributes), and used gardening as a way of understanding 
Heidegger’s essay. I came away supported by the metaphor of 
trees in a clearing. Heidegger’s image captures something of the 
difficulty of psychotherapeutic work: how holding a conversation 
can feel like stumbling over tree stumps, trying to see through 
the scrub, trying to stand alongside the other, despite tendencies 
to miss each other, to get bogged down, to hide. Yet the clearing 
is also beautiful: the texture of the bark, the dappled light, both 
of us creating room to stand back and survey the scene together; 
how a therapeutic conversation, when going well, can be 
experienced as emerging into a clearing, a space to pause and 
reflect, before considering which of the many paths to explore.

OPEN TO THE CONVERSATION
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This year was my first SEA conference and 
I was invited to present a paper on an 
existential approach to Narcissistic relating. 
I hoped to stimulate a discussion around the 
place of myth in existential therapy, and 
introduce the concept of what I call Echoism, 
and the questions that arise from it. 

One of the first difficulties I encountered 
was finding a meaningful language to discuss 

my ideas. In existential analysis, with its focus on the 
phenomenological, the use of labels and diagnoses contradicts the 
very spirit of the approach. Yet it feels to me that we cannot simply 
ignore a phenomenon like Narcissism, which exists and is referred 
to extensively in literature, popular culture and not least as a term 
which brings clients to our doors; as Britton states ‘There is probably 
no area of psychoanalytic literature more profuse than that on 
Narcissism’ (J. Analytical Psychology (2004), 49: 477-490). This 
then raises the question of how to work existentially with an idea 
or set of characteristics that has certain labels and connotations 
already attached to it. I hope you will allow me license to acknowledge 
this problem without adequately answering it, and to bracket any 
adverse reactions to terms such as Narcissistic, until I have the 
opportunity to address it in a longer paper.

Sartre’s famous maxim ‘Existence precedes essence’ requires 
us as existentialists to consider the fluidity of our own and our 
clients’ identities, and the impact of the experience of our existence 
upon our own and others’ essence. How fixed are we and how 
much are we affected and impacted by the other in relationships 
and in the therapeutic relationship? How fixed is the dynamic in 
narcissistic relating, and how might we harness certain traits and 
behaviours to enable movement and growth in self, other and in 
the relationship? 

I  d r a w  u p o n  m y  o w n 
background in theatre as a way 
of relating authentically and 
enabling clients to work around 
v e r b a l  d e f e n c e s  ( t h i s  i s 
pa r t i cu la r ly  s ign i f i can t  in 
Echoistic/Narcissistic relating, 
where the voice is  such an 
important theme in the work). In 
existential therapy, because the 
modality affords mainly the 
process of talking, much of what 
is presented relies upon the 
c l ien t ’s  verba l  ab i l i ty  and 
openness. In Narcissistic relating, 
the significance of the authenticity 
of the voice/s, and the clients’ 
ability to express themselves 

verbally is of keen interest to the existential therapist in determining 
Narcissistic and Echoistic defences. 

Martin Esslin, who writes extensively in The Theatre of the 
Absurd about how existential ideas are applied in theatre, tells us 
how the individual can employ language to ‘hide the very thing 
they are disclosing’ as well as using it to express thoughts.  If we 
apply this to the therapeutic process, the degree to which a client’s 
authentic voice might be heard relies heavily upon the skills of 
the therapist to sensitively attune and to challenge. This is a tall 
order for any therapist in 50 minutes per week, not least because 
the client’s ability to hide may not be detected for some period 
of time, and defences will be likely to be activated early on and 
in fragile parts of the process, making I-Thou relating virtually 
impossible at these crucial stages. 

The Container
In my work as a theatre director, I have been constantly surprised 
by how open and expressive actors and acting students are within 
the context of a rehearsal or workshop. Indeed I observed that a 
performer may disclose and get in touch with deeper personal 
feelings in 15 minutes working with a director or in a small group, 
than some clients are able to do in a year of therapy sessions; this 
is particularly relevant for Echoistic individuals, where the ability 
to express real feelings through another’s words can be an existence-
affirming experience. 

I tried to understand why and how this might be of value within 
the context of existential therapy, and realised that the role, the 
character, the script and the performance and all aspects of the 
theatrical frame provide a safe container within which to do so. 
I have come to understand this as the notion of The Container, a 
term which may have been used in other modalities and contexts 

ECHOISM AND THE CONTAINER 
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but which I would like to consider specifically within an  
existential framework. 

Myths can be effective containers where clients are able to 
have enough structure and distancing from their own fears to 
express parts of themselves in relation to a character or an ethical 
dilemma, without defences being triggered so immediately or 
completely. I worked with one particularly meek client who 
complained that life was always a struggle trying to keep her 
narcissistic husband happy. She had made the link between his 
and her father’s behaviour but was unable to see her role in either 
relationship. When given the opportunity to work with the myth, 
she chose to role-play Narcissus. She commented how much she 
enjoyed her power over me and how my responses were irritating. 
Using the myth as the container she was able to identify some of 
her own narcissistic traits and to take more responsibility for her 
own role and impact in the relationship. 

In my chapter on ‘Myth in Existential Perspectives in 
Relationship Therapy’, in Emmy van Deurzen and Susan Iacovou’s 
book Existential Perspectives on Relationship Therapy, I claim 
‘Because myth is polysemic and therefore open to such a wide 
range of meanings, it is a valuable tool for exploring existential 
issues safely’. I have found working with the myth of Narcissus 
and Echo, as the container, effective in breaking down some of 
these barriers to relating.

Echoism
As Levy tells us in A Historical Review of Narcissism and 
Narcissistic Personality, Havelock Ellis, as early as 1898, referred 
to the mythical figure of Ovid’s Narcissus, to apply the concept 
of Narcissism to his observations of idealisation of self as love 
object. In Ovid’s version of the myth, which appears in book 3 
of Metamorphoses, there are two protagonists, Echo and Narcissus. 
Echo’s story is of equal weight within the narrative, yet there is 
no mention of Echo in the paper or even a remark upon her absence, 
and she is largely absent in any prevailing psychoanalytic, 
psychiatric or psychotherapeutic literatures. This omission raises 
important questions around the degree to which Echo’s story needs 

to be considered alongside that of Narcissus, and around her 
s igni f icance  in  helping us  to  unders tand more  about  
narcissistic relating. 

The subtitle of my SEA presentation, Dare to Look Behind the 
Mask, was an invitation to participants to explore their own 
Narcissistic and what I call, Echoistic traits. For me, knowing more 
about my own traits is vital in terms of being able to take responsibility 
for them in the therapeutic relationship, and in my ability to apply 
epoché during sessions, in order to stay with the client’s experience. 
I invited the participants at my presentation to take part in a drama 
exercise in which I led them through a guided exploration of their 
own Narcissistic and Echoistic feelings and traits. Through choosing 

and engaging with one of the two characters in the myth they were 
able to explore the potential threats, triggers, seductions, defences 
and powerful feelings in themselves which have come to be associated 
with these two characters. 

The group then discussed the importance of the role of Echo 
in Narcissistic/Echoistic relating. In the myth Echo is the nymph 
whose voice cannot be heard and who is scorned by Narcissus, 
whom she loves, for only being able to reflect back the words she 
hears uttered by him with no original thoughts of her own. Any 
notions we may have of Echo’s significance have been seen 
through the lens of prevailing literatures, all regarding her greater 
famed love object, Narcissus. 

At the risk of making Narcissus the focus in my presentation 
at the conference, and thereby reinforcing the irrelevance of Echo, 
I wanted to consider the whole of the myth, and in particular the 
section devoted to Echo’s story. 

My first observation at the conference was that within existential 
circles both the room and the programme of presenters were 
heavily populated by well-known and, those whom I deemed to 
be, important existentialists. I mention this merely to highlight 
the mirror within which I saw my own image and voice reflected. 
As there were three presentations in parallel, my anxiety of being 
too insignificant to warrant attention became a phenomenon I had 
to acknowledge and engage with as my talk approached. 

When I went to my room I set up a small circle of about ten 
chairs, hoping I would have enough participants for a discussion 
and to work experientially. As delegates began to arrive I found 
that we had to keep increasing the size of the circle and finally 
borrow chairs from outside the room. With well over fifty 
participants attending and contributing generously, I realised there 
was a willingness to discuss the place of myth in existential 
analysis and that people were equally keen to think about the 
significance of Echo’s absence and its impact on our work. I had 
recorded the myth to play in the presentation but, perhaps ironically 
or indeed poetically, when I arrived there were no speakers on 
which to play it. I therefore found myself having to rely upon my 
own voice to tell the story of Echo, in the here and now of the 
moment; this stuck me as significant. 

In my presentation I split participants into two groups and 
asked them to consider the journey of the two protagonists. On 
comparing notes made by the two groups the delegates deduced 
that Echo herself goes upon a similar journey to Narcissus in the 
myth. I recorded their observations on a flip chart and these 
included some of the following:
l Each embarks on a journey ending in ‘non-existence’ or ‘not-
being-in-the-world’.
l Each has facets of character which become stunted in development 
due to a trauma.
l A curse is placed upon each of them by a female or ‘mother’ 
figure. 
l They both seek love but don’t receive it.
l They are unable to form an attachment to another or even parts 
of the self.
l They desire an unobtainable love object who is within their 
grasp but whom they cannot hold on to.
l They each become fixated, isolated, fade away and cease to 
exist in living form.
l A symbol of each remains as a reminder/warning.

They also noted what is particular to the character of Echo:

‘In existential analysis, with its focus  
on the phenomenological, the use of 
labels and diagnoses contradicts the  

very spirit of the approach’

ECHOISM AND THE 
CONTAINER 

CONTINUED
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How tangible  the  famed ‘exis tent ia l 
uncertainty’ on this long flight to Brazil with 
moments of turbulence under a moonless 
night at 1am at ten thousand feet from 
stepmother earth, and how fragile we all are. 
I am travelling to São Paulo on my way to 
Lima with a free ticket, generously invited 
by the Asociación Peruana de Análisis 
Existencial y Logoterapia (APAEL) to  

teach a weekend on Zen and existential therapy to a group of  
forty people. 

In the plane I’m surrounded by Brazilian families and surprised 
to find Under the Skin amidst the airline selection of blockbusters, 
the tale of a vampiric alien played by Scarlett Johansson prowling 

l She receives a fitting punishment for her ‘crime’ (her voice is 
taken away after using it to manipulate Juno).
l She loses a fundamental part of her identity.
l She needs another to validate her and to know she exists.
l She can only live through another.
l She can voice no original thought and therefore needs the other 
to provide a vehicle for her to be heard.
l She never ceases to love Narcissus in spite of his behaviour 
towards her. 

In trying to understand the significance of this within an 
existential framework, a series of key existential themes emerged 
including: isolation, freedom, responsibility, uncertainty, anxiety, 
and death, amongst others. Many questions arose in relation to 
how Narcissistic/Echoistic relating might be considered within 

existential therapy, such as:
l The significance of Echo’s relationship to Narcissus.
l  A consideration of Dasein, and the impact of the other on one’s 
own being-in-the-world. 
l The degree to which identity is fluid and relational and the 
impact the existential therapist may have. 
l How key existential motifs appear in narcissistic relating and 
how these might be engaged with more immediately and with 
fewer defences through employing the container of the myth.
l How might we usefully find a language or symbol to  
discuss concepts and certain traits and behaviours which,  
when appearing together we can recognise as having labels  
within the world, without undermining the basic tenets of  
the phenomenological method. 

Given the insightful responses offered by participants it feels 

timely to begin a dialogue on the importance of engaging with 
Echoism, and indeed myth more generally, in existential therapy. 
Because of the spirit of openness and fluidity in the existential 
approach, there seems to be an absence of existential literatures 
dealing explicitly with Narcissism as a concept. As such, much 
of the understanding we bring to our work on narcissistic relating 
is informed by other modalities. As we are always in-relation, 
however obliquely, to these contexts it is important to consider 
how Narcissism has been theorised, understood and treated. This 
may lead to such questions as:
l What impact has Echo’s silence had on our understanding of 
Narcissism? 
l What implications might this have for other modalities and 
theories, diagnoses, understanding and treatment of Narcissistic 
behaviours and relating?
l How might we begin a dialogue with these other branches of 
therapy and analytical thinking about the significance of echoism 
within the narcissistic canon? 

I am aware I have not even begun to answer these questions. 
At the SEA conference, after initially feeling like an outsider, I 
was welcomed and my ideas were received with engagement and 
interest. Some individuals who had attended the presentation 
sought me out afterwards, and this has all helped me to conclude 
that Echo’s voice needs to be heard. 

I will be looking at these issues in more depth, in a series of 
workshops ‘Where are the Gods in Existential Therapy’ along 
with my colleague Rupert King. See the ad elsewhere in this issue, 
and Mindsite for details of workshops in the North of England. 

Contact Donna Savery at donsydons@hotmail.com   

the streets of rainy Glasgow in a white van in search of men to 
victimize and devour. Try to sleep instead: a wink and a jolt in 
the bosom of sidereal infinity. Had seen the movie anyway, struck 
at the time by old-hat yet so pleasingly Romantic archetype of 
demonic beings (whether Klaus Kinski in Nosferatu or litigation-
prone diva Johansson in this one) craving the ontic joy of life as 
an all-too-human earthling. Not just demonic folks but angels too, 
as in Wenders’s sequel to Himmel über Berlin (Wings of Desire) 
with Bruno Ganz finally human and clumsily burning lips and 
tongue on cheap hot coffee. 

Can’t think of anything more touching: lousy hot coffee from 
a kiosk in a dusty street in downtown Berlin on a nasty winter 
morning. And yet how glorious, how poignant. Welcome to the 
world, to the inauthenticity of being human, to uncertainty and 

TICKET TO RIDE:  
A PERUVIAN JOURNAL

B Y  M A N U  B A Z Z A N O

‘It feels timely to begin a dialogue on the 
importance of engaging with Echoism’
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anxiety and all things shaky. It makes me weep to think of it. The 
Buddha had said it all along: the most desirable condition is the 
human, not in an anthropocentric, ‘we are the bees-knees in the 
food chain’ sort of way, but rather ‘this is it’, open thy body/mind 
and say hello earth. 

Even What’s-his-name on Mount Calvary according to apocryphal 
accounts, in response to one of the thieves on the cross who had 
truthfully solicited entry into the Kingdom of Heaven, said: ‘This 
is the Kingdom’ You mean this is paradise? Nailed on a cross? Do 
you mean to suggest What’s-his-name was just another Sisyphus? 

Welcome to my world, angel or demon or what not. Eudaimonia 
like you never ever see it depicted in all those neuroscientific or 
existential wisdom-while-u-wait books with multicoloured amygdalae 
galore on the cover. Eudaimonia on a frosty winter day, sipping 
lousy boiling hot coffee from a kiosk amidst the industrial noise 
of a dusty old town. Eudaimonia on a crowded plane, far from home 
going god knows where with a faint hum on my lips.

Positively otherworldly and unshaven after an interminable flight, 
in São Paulo I stumble towards a crowded gate waiting to board for 
Lima, travelling towards the Peruvian phenomenological brigade 
when I swear to god whom do I see but the ghost of Roberto Bolaño 
queuing up at the next gate and he’s not going back to Chile, he’s 
off to Buenos Aires instead. Dead or alive this is South no doubt; the 
crowding and the commotion remind me of Rome, but also strangely 
of an area in Chicago where I stumbled by mistake one night. 

I wonder what I’m doing here – whether I’m expected to 
expound Northern European ideas packaged as ‘existential 
phenomenology’ – a brainchild of Teutonic thought although, I 
hasten to say, moi I always went for the French. And what about 
Zen – an Indian/Chinese/Japanese/Korean artefact, now with 
distinctly North-American Protestant morally uptight flavour of 
personal salvation once you’re done with the double-entry book-
keeping of course, a tradition which has yet to fully run into 
European light-footed scepticism from Montaigne to Derrida and 
which has been in the meantime hijacked by the happy-clappy 
‘I’ll-fix-it-while-u-wait’ Mindfulness Brigade. 

In any case, and in order to assuage colonizer guilt, I’ve been 
reading furiously César Vallejo, a great Peruvian poet, and went 

back to dear Neruda and Machado even, and anything Spanish, 
Southern and as removed from Mittel-Europa as I could find. 
Except I discover that Machado was beguiled by Heidegger; he 
had found in the musings of the overrated charlatan in plus-fours 
substantial conceptual springboard for his own superior versifying. 
But how can I possibly claim emancipation from the Northern 
Europeans, with Thomas Mann’s Magic Mountain in my hand 
luggage? Struggling to shake off my somnambulism and waiting 
for the sight of the great Andes I plunge into the book, only to 
shudder at the description of Hans Castorp’s sight of his dead 
grandfather. It brings back the memory of my father’s body in the 
mortuary. Someone else entirely: a thinner nose, the desiccated 
face of a bird who did not manage to hold life in his beak. What 
happens when we die? At a funeral, a Zen student knocks on the 
coffin and asks the teacher ‘Alive or dead?’ ‘I am not telling you’, 
teacher replies. After repeated questioning and deep meditation, 
the student wakes up to the mystery of living-and-dying. You 
can’t just say ‘dead’, or ‘alive’. No Sir, you can´t say: this is life, 
that is death. It’s deathlife or lifedeath. Apparently.

Zonked after seventeen hours of flight, it’s noon local time 
when I’m greeted by Roberto and Jessy. Shall I tell them right 
away that I am my own man, that I am not here to carry the torch 
of any European predecessors, whether dead and buried with 
meaningful quote on their headstone in leafy Highgate or Pére 
Lachaise, or alive and kicking their professorial feet under the 

bureaucratic desk of some university psychology department? 
Shall I tell them I don’t really know what ‘existential’ or ‘zen’ 
mean, that if they mean anything it has little to do with repeating 
by heart stale little recipes? Shall I tell them that I am just trying 
to be my very own self, my very own unsubstantial, interdependent, 
post-Cartesian, poor-devil self, a free lancer with no horse, a 
chancer with no capital, a monk with no monastery? 

My own response to my own befuddled self is: wha’ever. I’m 
so damned tired as we hop in a taxi and it’s like being back to 
mother India but also grandma Calabria: the reckless driving like 
there’s no tomorrow, like we are being granted hundreds of future 
stabs at reincarnation so what the hell if you die at noon on a 
dusty street on a day in August in a car crash. 

At a fisherman’s tavern packed with locals I open my worn 
out bodymind to Peruvian food. My god, the food is out of this 
world, a multicoloured treat, a Dionysian onslaught of pleasures 
unknown to my existential taste buds. Next thing I know, we hop 
from one taxi to the next like there’s no mañana. It feels like I’ve 
known Roberto all my life as we talk fervently of everything under 
the sun, and it’s no doubt a very good sign that I like him even 
though we disagree on Professor H, Teutonic viscous purveyor 
of camouflaged pre-Kantianism and erector of Aryan defence of 
Arcadic pre-Socratic Dasein against the danger of the Soviets at 
the door of a mighty civilization whose emblems are, let’s not 
forget, bad digestion, goose-stepping, and warm beer (my view), 
and a proper philosopher in a catwalk of over-psychologising 
half-backed wannabe scholars (his view). 

TICKET TO RIDE:  
A PERUVIAN JOURNAL
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‘Welcome to the world, to the 
inauthenticity of being human,  
to uncertainty and anxiety and  

all things shaky’
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There is also agreement: on the thick cloud of heavy-handed 
reductionism looming over our battered profession; on the ecstasy 
of obedience spilling over psychotherapy trainers straight from mid-
management and the admin brigade who are in turn harassed by 
ignorant government officials; on the stale rehashing of same-old, 
same-old, with the gramophone needle stuck circa 1927 (Sein und 
Zeit) and 1943 (L’Etre et le Neant); on the desperate appeals to A.P.A, 
all those sacrificial offerings of quantified empathy and measurable 
unconditional positive regard; on the criminal neglect of Alfred Adler; 
on the cartoonish belief that the mind resides in the brain.

Meanwhile as we zoom at breakneck speed in the taxi with 
Mexican music blaring out I don’t fail to notice the myriad scenes 
of Lima from the chichi to the foul. As the seafront materializes 
on our right two urgent thoughts go off in my mind:  (1) How 
truly abysmal is my ignorance that I didn’t even know that it’s 
winter in Peru? (2) Why has Deleuze & Guattari’s dazzling book 
Anti-Oedipus been removed from the consciousness of all 
contemporary psychotherapists, making it possible to accept 
wholesale the view that it can all be explained away to some 
mommy-daddy scenario?

I can barely stand up, and god knows what I’ll say tomorrow 
on the first day of the workshop, and why would I want to say 
anything in the first place? Left alone in my hotel room I savour 
the loneliness of the existential Zen traveller with a sense of 
purpose as I wash a pair of black socks and dark blue Gap underwear 
under the sad neon light of the tiny bathroom. I tell myself that 
going to the tiny dark gym next door in the early morning will 
cheer me up – a long way from the über-worthiness of Viktor 
Frankl who is the main inspiration behind APAEL – my own 
‘search for meaning’ in a pair of dumbbells, 17.50 kilos each, in 
order to build strong post-existential biceps before the End of 
Time and the unveiling of Being.

Good news is: I can talk politics if I want. I can for instance 
illustrate the link between the arbitrary notion of the self, identity, 
territorialism and the hatred of the foreign by mentioning Ariel 
Sharon’s childhood in Kfar Malal, a cooperative village ten miles 
north of Tel Aviv. Briefly: his family’s plot of land was at first 
equal to all others but it was the only one demarcated with fences 
and protected by dogs. Once in a while the family enlarged its 
plot and soon it became the largest in the village. His family relied 
on dogs, but had no friends. Later on, Sharon was in charge of 
Israel’s occupied territories. Hypothesis: similarly with the self, 
with ‘me’, ‘mine’ – it starts there before it gets to nation-state 
and enemy of the nation-state, see wha’ I mean? Comprende 

hombre? Discuss. I can be myself, in short, yo mismo, and what 
a relief not having to mince my words in front of the invisible 
jury that presides over our professionalized existence. 

I’m gobbling Bio-Pycnogenol, said to be good for jet lag, but 
am not so sure as I stumble in this fading winter light in August 
seeking refuge first in a church, of all places (stranger in a strange 
town bewildered by traffic and noise and foreign voices and in 
need of peace and quiet; what does he do? Ends up in empty 
church – all his existentialist credentials out of the window), and 
later in a tiny tapas bar with a lachrymose soap on the gigantic 
TV screen at full volume. 

And where do Zen and Buddhism come in? And what about 

‘zen therapy’, whatever that means? Roberto sighs with relief 
when I tell him that Buddha for me is not a god and the Dharma 
not a religion, that I couldn’t care less about cosmology and rancorous 
accounts of karma and neat rationalist readings of human and non-
human life; that what I do know is that my nose is vertical and my 
eyes horizontal and that my head is shaven, a trendy hairstyle choice 
for a bald middle-aged man but also the affirmation that there is 
nothing now between earth and sky to protect me, not even hair; 
that I have received tokudo, the Zen homeless vows; that I’m still 
renting, in spite of Cameron wanting everybody to live the dream 
of being a home-owner; that it has its perks, the Zen life: everyday 
is a good day; everywhere is my home.

That night in a dream I walk on an ancient road with a childhood 
friend. He tells me of his meeting with an old philosopher. ‘Did 
he wear a large grey coat, your philosopher? Did he have longish 
grey hair? Did he look like Artaud?’ He doesn’t reply. 

We walk arm in arm, a bit clumsily as we don’t know if they 
think it weird to see men walking like this. Then the ancient road 
becomes our hometown.

The local gym next door is a rough and rusty place in the heart 
of the Barranco, an area of Lima every local is at pains to describe 
as ‘bohemian’. I’m working-out in the underworld, where men 
are not allowed on the treadmill but only have access to weights. 
Amy Winehouse suddenly goes No, no, no through the speakers; 
the afterlife is full of rehab centres, I’m sure, probably run by 
committed transpersonal therapists, but still Amy won’t go there, 
she says: no, no, no. 

I like the overcrowded colourful buses, destination Chorillos, 
zooming through the town. After a long walk one early morning 
I get to Miraflores, a yuppie area with the high-rise and the tourists 
and the squeaky clean shopping area and hang gliders in the 
perennially grey sky. At lunch Roberto tells me about Max Scheler, 
a philosopher he loves (I discover he was associated with one of 
my own heroes, Helmut Plessner, for whom eccentricity is part 
and parcel of being human); Scheler and Plessner were neglected, 
they called themselves ‘anthropological philosophers’. Some of 
their stuff sounds like Levinas but also pre-Deleuzean in conceiving 
of a transcendence born out of empiricism, a journey through 
experience and what we summarily call ‘matter’. 

Roberto exudes calm, solidity – he is unfettered, unconcerned. 
He tells me of ayahuasca, the hallucinogenic drink and rite of 
passage in Peruvian shamanistic culture. We totally agree on 

‘You can’t say dead or alive. No Sir,  
you can’t say: this is life, that is death’
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situational ethics. I got to eat a proper steak at last.
The hotel where I’m staying is full of young gringos glued like 

isolated monads to their electronic devices. They are ayahuasca 
tourists on the way to the shamanic trail or back from it. 

At the workshop yesterday we worked on the daimonic – what 
overwhelms the self. We worked on sedimentations. We sat longer 
in silence, listening to sounds, asking ‘what is this?’, and generally 
walking the tightrope between Zen and psychotherapy. Max, the 
translator, is 22, and truly remarkable: his experience, his 
knowledge. He is a therapist and also practices Butoh, the Japanese, 
Artaud-inspired art-form based on movement and theatre that was 
my infatuation in my early forties. If it weren’t such a cliché, I’d 
describe Butoh as poetry in motion. 

Poetry accompanies this trip: at first Vallejo, then Machado. 
Yesterday Roberto played a few poems on his iPod. Vallejo is a 
good example – a Peruvian poet who went to Europe, to fight the 
fascists in Spain and then to Paris where he met Artaud and others. 
Roberto told me over a glass of pisco, the otherworldly Peruvian 
brandy, the whole plot of Sartre’s play The Respectable Prostitute 
(1946) – the existential dilemma of the woman who sees a white 
murdering a black man and is offered money to lie in court. How 
taken for granted Sartre has been! How many writers would today 
refuse the Nobel Prize? How many existential practitioners today 
would be prepared to put ethical and political commitment before 
the perks and gratifications of a reputable post in an academic 
world that validates inequality and hierarchy on a grand scale? 

APAEL’s quarters are in the city centre; one of the rooms has 
portraits of Rogers and Frankl. ‘The next one’ – Roberto says – 
‘will be of Jung.’ ‘Who, that bourgeois doctor?’ – I tease him and 
ask if they’ll have one of Fritz (Nietzsche) too. We go to an Arabian 
cafe. Roberto finds Vallejo’s The Black Heralds read by Ernesto 
Guevara. It brings tears to my eyes.

APAEL’s training is rooted in Logotherapy. Seminar participants 
are from varied backgrounds. I meet a psychologist who lives in 
the province, in a village in the jungle. She introduces me to her 
son. Tells me about ayahuasca, of how she had a vision of the 
Buddha. Of how when she saw my photo thought ‘I know this  
 

man’. Of how the town is busy and soulless and how the jungle 
is full of sounds and presences. 

One thing is certain: this culture is radically different from 
Europe and North America. The sound of birds you hear outside 
is different. People stroll into the seminar room leisurely; they 
come a half hour, 40 mins late. Seminar spills into lunch, lunch 
into seminar. Have I become too strict, I wonder, having lived so 
long in the Presbyterian North? Is there something I can learn 
here about boundaries? Or maybe the learning is mutual. They 
give me a puzzled look when I tell them that if a client shows up 
20 minutes late, I’ll still end the session at the appointed time. 

To elicit more group participation, on Saturday eve I facilitate 
voice-dialogue work. Voice dialogue work relies on Jung’s often 
neglected idea of personifying (lifted, with no acknowledgment, 
from Fritz), i.e. giving autonomous voice to aspects of the psyche, 
affects, emotions and feelings – the kind of thing you see some 
time used by Gestaltists.  I do this more as a game, a playful thing 

useful to bypass some of the participants’ timidity and get them 
to speak more freely, rather than giving credit and substance to 
the notion of intra-psychic ‘bits and pieces’ as actually (rather 
than nominally) existing. 

The sky is forever overcast and repeats its refrain on a Tuesday 
morning with a steady stream of traffic confirming and echoing 
at 7am the grey heavens and reassuring us that once more nothing 
will happen to unsettle our steady march towards oblivion. An 
old man shuffles along under a red and white flag. 

One of the participants last night said: ‘The 1970s are long 
gone, you know. The dream of revolution, idealism, youth, working 
for the poor and the oppressed. I’ve seen both sides of the fence 
and I’m tired. I like where I live, the gym around the corner of 
my house is clean and shiny, nothing like those places downtown 
where you can’t even get a decent coffee’. Sadness overtook me 
out of nowhere, and on my way out I watched evening descend 
and I understood winter and I was sad. A tiny island bathing in 
the sunset, and in the east a giant luminous cross blessing the 
roaring traffic. ‘Tsunami Evacuation Area’, the sign reads, and 
another in a manicured park is signposted as a gathering place in 
case of an earthquake. I shake off life’s uncertainty with a visit 
to a shopping mall – an oasis of light in the advancing darkness 
– where in a shop window an old couple from a mountain tribe 
weave multicoloured garments on the spot under the glaring light 
and the voyeuristic gaze of tourists like me. And I remember now 
that earlier in the day I had seen a band of boys running behind 
a flag and shouting slogans. A football team? No, it was the army. 

That grumpy old man of musical philosophy, Adorno, comes 
to mind: is the good life ever possible in a sea of bad life? And I 
now remember the woman who works in a prison and who spoke 
towards the end of the seminar, her presence inconspicuous to the 
point of invisibility: her intervention utterly devoid of any hue 
of redemption that usually accompanies heartfelt accounts of 
practitioners who work in difficult environments. No glimmer of 
hope, her work was relentlessly hard she said, how can you provide 
anything good in a punitive environment and not been seen as 
part of the punishment?  And so I can’t help asking whether 

TICKET TO RIDE:  
A PERUVIAN JOURNAL

CONTINUED

‘I can’t help asking whether 
psychotherapy offers a mouthful of 

painkillers to the shipwrecked and a 
lollipop to our own sense of purpose’

PA R T I C I PA N T S  AT  T H E 
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The kind of sex I enjoy is likely to be a turn 
off for you and vice versa. Rather than look 
at the substance of sex I will look here at sex 
as part of a loving relationship. Needless to 
say sex and love are not necessarily connected. 
My focus on sex and love is not to imply 
mora l  ove r tones .  I f  we  a re  t a lk ing 
unadulterated pleasure, sex with a stranger 
can be amazing – probably because the 

relationship is unencumbered. However, many of us seek enduring, 
loving relationships. Yet enduring love means we are subject to 
another’s gaze as they come to truly know us. To subvert their 
gaze we tend to objectify the other and ourselves.

C.S. Lewis, when discussing eros, said you might want to smoke 
a cigarette but not the whole packet. The whole packet, one must 
assume, is the whole person; the solitary cigarette a contained 
sexual encounter. Karl Kraus opined that few under the sun are as 
unfortunate as the foot fetishist who yearns for a woman’s shoe 
and, disappointed, has to negotiate a whole woman. Kraus alludes 
to how the body is fetishised: currently bottoms are à la mode, 
thanks to the callipygian Kardashians. Whether it is the act of sex, 
or the attractions of particular body parts, this focus is narrowly 
materialist and necessarily excludes other aspects of the whole 
person. Love is interested in the whole person – including sex. 

We objectify others’ bodies and our own. Sexual health clinics 
are witnessing a spike in ‘chemsex’ parties (chemical sex). 
Participants take a cocktail of drugs which lower their inhibitions 
and raise their pain threshold. Under this influence they become 
objects for themselves and others. They are so removed from their 
true selves that they are more likely to get sexual injuries, contract 

sexually transmitted diseases and indulge in sexual practices they 
would otherwise avoid, with people they may otherwise avoid. 
Love is not here – neither self love, nor love for the other. 
Participants are immunised to themselves and others in a hedonistic 
search for the outer limits of sexual pleasure – for the ‘perfect’ 
sexual experience (incidentally this escalation in search of 
perfection is a major factor in sex addiction). Participants become 
a tool of expediency to be used by each other.

Many of us will be familiar with sex for sex’s sake. Chemsex 
is just an extreme example of our raw animal desire, existential 
loneliness and an incredible facility for objectifying ourselves 
and others. The many and varied reasons for sex is long. According 
to the motivational psychologist Frederick Toates, it includes the 
desire to feel wanted, to gain gang membership or work promotion, 
to please or appease or anger a partner, to move nearer or further 
to God, for adventure, to improve flagging self-esteem, to earn 
or lower status, to relieve boredom, or loneliness, or headaches, 
or depression, or anxiety, or boredom. Love features almost not 
at all in the literature on the psychology of sexual motivation. 
And he points out, rather ironically, that evolution equipped us 
with a sex drive, not a baby drive.

In the West, a dominant narrative is that men are rampant and 
sexually voracious. Within this narrative many heterosexual women 
assume that they must ensnare a man using their sexual wiles. 
Therefore it is important women are ‘good’ at sex. Further, it is 
vital that the man is sufficiently attractive to the woman, as it 
makes sex easier. The key to how the world works for such a 
woman would be: ‘to be loved enough so that I can love myself, 
I must give men what they want – which is primarily sex.’ 

In the case study of ‘Edward’, Jungian analyst Barbara Hannah 

psychotherapy offers a mouthful of painkillers to the shipwrecked 
and a lollipop to our own sense of purpose in the world.

Two friends take me out in the morning to see the change of 
the guard in the town centre, with the band in shiny golden helmets 
and red uniform goose-stepping playing the national anthem and 
right after, incongruously, Carl Orff’s Carmina Burana, a hymn 
to the pagan rites of Spring. In the eternal fuming of traffic under 
the perpetual grey sky I feel the strange cheerfulness of the 
shipwrecked and the sense of belonging that comes from belonging 
nowhere. The kindness of my hosts sweetens my disorientation. 
How small Europe looks from here: Venezia, Firenze, London, 
Paris, once upon a time the centre of my world. 

The dream of community and communal engagement – open 
discussion, debate and friendship. The warmth and camaraderie 
of the Peruvian practitioners I met puts to shame my sense of 
‘existential community’ in a sheltered life of emails, texts, and 
the whole rich gamut of non-encounter. How often do I meet 

colleagues and talk openly about stuff, rather than reviewing 
anonymously each other ’s papers, asking for and giving 
endorsements, peek-a-booing behind the smokescreen of reputation? 
What does it say about me? Does anyone feel the same? The dream 
of belonging, projected onto the Surrealists, the Beats, the 
Existentialists and the Situationists inevitably fossilizing into the 
narrowness of parishes, tribes and churches. We only meet in 
training courses where you pay handsome fees for the privilege. 
Enough ranting, I say, dear reader. The question, if you can be 
bothered to hear, is: where do I belong? Coming back to Heathrow, 
happy to step out after a long flight, I unexpectedly greet the 
morning with a song on my lips. 

I always thought the Beatles overrated, a bit of a boy-band 
really, in spite of John and George. So why on earth do I find 
myself singing Ticket to Ride in the stale air of Heathrow airport? 

Contact Manu Bazzano at manubazzano@onetel.com.

LOVE AND SEX  
- SUBJECT AND OBJECT

B Y  E M M A  W I L K I N S O N
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describes her client’s psychological pain at his sexual impotence. 
Edward is a middle-aged family man with a penchant for prostitutes 
and the sexual adventures they offer. Freud claimed that, ‘where such 
men love they have no desire and where they desire they cannot 
love.’ Through months of analysis Edward recovered his sexual 
potency. He realised that it was not the fetishised, objectified sex of 
his youth that was going to satisfy him in this later stage of his life.

His analysis invited him to take the risk and have the courage 
to brave a real and true encounter with the feminine which would 
incorporate his and her sexuality, beauty and ugliness, intelligence 
and stupidity, spirituality and rationality and emotions in all their 
technicolour gory glory. By taking sex outside a narrowly materialist 
realm, sexual intimacy could become a rich expression of mature 
love. For Edward, women’s bodies and sexuality had become 
fetishised and objectified, while he too had become fetishised by 
splitting sexual intimacy from loving intimacy. To be clear, we 
do this to ourselves and to the other.

My client, Eve, now in her forties, was eleven when she had 
music lessons. Her teacher was a trusted family friend when he 
touched and kissed her inappropriately. She told her parents,  
yet they failed to confront the teacher, instead they quietly  
stopped the lessons. Eve was told by her mother, ‘this is how  
men are. It’s just as well you know now.’ This comment has  
echoed down the years. 

Like Edward she has fetishised the opposite sex and only sees 
their desire, or their weakness. When she was able to recognise 
this belief she was able to move towards more complex and loving 
relationships with men. Sex eventually became an expression of 
her love, rather than a means to an end.

In her twenties Eve had enjoyed inventive sex with multiple 
partners. She became good at it and talented at certain sex acts. She 
wanted a relationship, so when she met her first husband she utilised 
this expertise. She loved him but held back a part of herself; after 
all, she knew what men were like. The sex tapered off, although she 

had flurries of activity when she worried if he would still continue 
to want what he already had. Sex was thus an objectified and a 
fetishised act still. She came to me when this marriage failed. She 
could not keep manufacturing sex for her husband and the intimacy 
died. It died because it had been based on a con and a lie: ‘I am 
good at sex and I will use it to keep you so that I can be loved.’

Eve saw men as sexual predators and/or as weak and insecure 
as her father, who had not defended her. She said of her ex: ‘I 
picture him in a paradoxical way. On the one hand he is a giant 
baby asking for his shitty nappy to be changed. I also see him on 
his knees totally animal and needy, wanting sex. Thus he is doubly 
needy and demanding.’ She feared all he wanted and saw in her 
was a means to an end and she responded to him as such. In the 
end they were both blind to the other.

Eve, like her own mother, believed men are sexual predators 
and women their knowing prey and that this would make love 
impossible. Yet to earn a man’s love and be in a relationship she 
used sex to bind him to her. It seems back to front, but the fact 
she expected her partner to relate to her sexually, even though 
what she wanted was his love, meant that she related to him only 
sexually, and thus the love that she really wanted was doomed 
from the outset – like a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

When my client Eve met a new man, she engaged with him in 
all his paradoxical and rich depth. He has two children, an ex-
wife, parents (one with Alzheimer’s), four brothers, UKIP political 
leanings, occasional bouts of depression, a penchant for sex in 
unusual places and a job in the oil industry that takes him away 
regularly. All these are different facets of the whole man. 

To engage with the whole person, beyond some limited sexual 
relation, is complex. To engage with the whole person in a loving 
way over time is yet more complex and demanding – it requires a 
courageous openness to knowing and unknowing. The wider our 
gaze, the more we see, the more compassion we can feel, the more 
truth we can access, then maybe we can feel more love for each other. 
In love this act is reciprocal, our gaze returned, as we too are seen.

Sex is a narrowing of view, a getting closer, and is a wonderful 
expression of love. But mature love also requires a wider view 
too. Sometimes the ‘shoe’ is all we want and need to see. But 
sometimes, in a loving and intimate relationship it is beautiful to 
take a step back and take in the whole person, or maybe move 
our gaze on to yet another part of the whole – to slowly get to 
know all of them bit by bit. In turn we need to be able to bear the 
other’s gaze, to have the guts to withstand their scrutiny. Intimacy 
allows the other to ‘in-to-me-see’. No wonder love requires courage 
– the courage to be seen, the courage to be hurt, the courage to 
get it wrong, the courage to be.

Contact Emma Wilkinson at wilkinsontherapy@googlemail.com.

LOVE AND SEX - SUBJECT  
AND OBJECT

CONTINUED

‘On the one hand he is a giant baby 
asking for his shitty nappy to be 

changed. I also see him on his knees 
totally animal and needy,  

wanting sex’

‘To engage with the whole person  
in a loving way over time is yet more 

complex and demanding – it  
requires a courageous openness to 

knowing and unknowing’
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Most existential therapy students seem to be of the opinion 
that’s it’s no easy or straightforward thing, saying in plain 
language, what we do as existential therapists.  As ever, our 
lovely students, on the very last day of the ADEP course  
had a stab at it.  

They’re written in good faith that they won’t be read as 
anything definitive, merely an expression that meant something 
at the time of utterance; as a starting point for a conversation 
maybe?  Perhaps you’d like to respond… 

You’re at a dinner party, sitting at the table alongside 
someone you’ve only just met and s/he asks you what 
you do for living.

You say: I’m an existential psychotherapist.

S/he says: What does THAT mean?

You say:

I listen and we talk.
I listen with my body and my mind 
I try to help you to find your truth from our conversation.
It will be different from mine. 
Caroline Weiland

It’s dialogue, which through a relational focus, seeks to 
illuminate and clarify ‘what is’ in all of its possibility.
David O’Hara

I listen to people, and form a relationship with them. In this 
way they may understand themselves better, and may see more 
possibilities for themselves.
Andrew Miller

I’m not entirely certain, and the client is not entirely certain; so 
we talk about it. Existential therapy is mainly about engaging 
with another person and listening to what they have to say. 
Oded Reitten

Existential therapy means meaning to me: in forging  
a powerful connection with another person through a  
shared project of exploring lived experience, we create  
the possibility of meaningful meaning making, which  
I find profoundly meaningful. 
Debra Hauer

As an existentialist psychotherapist I am interested in enquiring 
into the possibilities with and for the client in how to be, how 
to relate and how the client finds him/ herself in the present. 
This exploration can be done through reconsidering the past, 

through challenging ideas of choices and limitations, and 
through exploring the uncertainties and givens of existence. 
Tabitha Draper

For me existential therapy embodies possibility. The process 
of the dialogical encounter creates the essential space to 
allow the expansion of unacknowledged possibilities for 
both client and therapist. Co-created meanings emerge in the 
relational experience. Meanings are dismantled, re-evaluated 
and reframed – only to eventually be surpassed by further 
evolving meanings. In this existential therapy is not limited 
to finite change or cure – the movement from one static 
situation to another, but attempts to suggest an ongoing 
attitude of continuous possibility and becoming.
Sally O’Sullivan

Existential psychotherapy means staying close to the bone…
Elin Skagerberg

How do you make sense of being here, being alive?
Is it the only way for you?
Shall we find out?
Jonathan Hall

I engage in a bounded dialogue with the aim of  
assisting the other towards the realization of his or her 
bounded possibilities. 
Anthony Venditti

It is a place where we take human relating seriously. We try 
not to categorize or pathologize – but simply ‘be-with’ 
another person, to share our thoughts, explore and 
understand the meaning and challenges which life brings us. 
Kyoko Hotta

A shared enterprise to discover phenomena and find 
possibilities that resonate for my clients whilst 
acknowledging the limits that constrain their world and  
my ability to understand it.
Anon

As an existential therapist, I try to set aside all labels, 
theoretical constructs in order to be with and help make 
sense of a human’s unique experience, I see the therapy as a 
joint journey in helping a person make sense of their world.
Anthony Loudon

Contact Jonathan Hall at hallj@regents.ac.uk

I’M AN EXISTENTIAL 
PSYCHOTHERAPIST

B Y  J O N A T H A N  H A L L  A N D  
R E C E N T  F I N A L - Y E A R  R E G E N T ’ S  A D E P  S T U D E N T S
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I shall start this article with two imperatives, 
a statement, and a question - or two. 

The first imperative is Socrates’ ‘Know 
thyself!’ The second is Nietzsche’s ‘Become 
who you are’ as ordered in Thus Spake 
Zarathrustra. Although these imperatives can 
lead towards separate discussions in their 
own right, I will focus on the link between 
the two.

To know oneself is the most fundamental task of the existential 
analysis. I remember my first teacher, Lucie Moja-Strasser, 
untiringly say: ‘it’s not about change it’s about knowing yourself!’ 
Why is it so important to ‘know thyself’? What’s the worst that 
can happen if one lives in oblivion of who one is? 

Initially, Nietzsche’s imperative seems somehow problematic, 
at least from a strictly logical point of view. For, how can I ‘become’ 
who I am if I ‘am’ already it? To understand what Nietzsche means 
we need to suspend logic and think Heidegger. 

Hence, to begin answering these questions I will first quote a 
passage from Being and Time, then I will make sense of it in terms 
of a transpersonal perspective, as outlined in the study of the text 
Alone with Alone by Henry Corbin, about the spiritual cosmogony 
of the great thinker and Islamic mystic Ibn Arabi. By the end of 
the discussion we should be able to arrive at an understanding of 
the importance of Socrates’ and Nietzsche’s imperatives. 

In Being and Time, Heidegger states that ‘because Dasein is 
in each case essentially its own possibility, it can, in its very 
Being, “choose” itself and win itself; it can also lose itself and 
never win itself; or only “seem” to do so. But only in so far as it 
is essentially something which can be authentic – that is, something 
of its own – can it have lost itself and not yet won itself.’

What does it mean to be essentially (my) own possibility, if 
not that there is something in me that belongs uniquely to me, 
and this something is ‘essentially’ mine; that is, mine only, and 

no-one else’s. If this something is essentially mine what makes 
it a possibility rather than an actuality about myself? What 
Heidegger is indicating is that precisely because it is a ‘possibility’ 
it might not be actualised, it can be lost, never fulfilled, even 
though it is essentially ‘mine’. Then, it is a potentiality, an aptitude, 
an ability, a talent. As such they imply the possibility of being 
fulfilled or not. It follows that each individual Dasein has its ‘own’ 
potentiality, which is hidden and needs to be unconcealed. Hence, 
to discover what each Dasein’s ‘own’ potentiality is, and thus ‘to 
win itself’, it is fundamental that this entity reveals itself to itself 
in an act of self-understanding. 

Through self-understanding, self-disclosure, this entity is able 
to reveal to itself what is inherently its own and to actualise it. In 
actualising one’s own possibility one becomes who one is in 
potentiality. Nietzsche’s imperative becomes intelligible.

A spiritual detour
At this point I wish to take my discussion into the transpersonal 
field. Before going into the heart of it I will make a detour through 
the spiritual philosophy of the greatest thinker in Islamic mysticism, 
Ibn Arabi. There will be talking of God and Oneness. I’m aware 

that it is a risky task, but I hope that you will suspend the judgment 
and stay with me through the end of this journey. 

Ibn Arabi was born in Murcia, a city in South Eastern Spain, 
in 1165 from a noble and rich family. He led a happy adolescence, 
and at a very young age married a girl who introduced him to 
Sufism. Around this time he fell gravely ill. Lying in bed, thought 
dead by all around him, he was ‘seeing’ demonic figures. As he 
was thought dead, his father was reciting the sura (a chapter of 
the Quran) for the dying. It was at this point that the young Ibn 
Arabi had the vision of a beautiful being who introduced himself 
as the Sura Yasin, which was precisely the sura that his father was 
reciting by his bedside at that very moment. Such was the energy 
of the spoken Word that it manifested what was being invoked in 
the young man’s consciousness. 

This experience marked his entrance in the subtile world of 
the alam al-mithal – the suprasensory imaginal world where the 
active imagination perceives events, images, presences directly, 
without the senses. It was the first of his many mystical experiences 
which he recounted in his many writings. 

Ibn Arabi was ‘the disciple of an invisible master, a mysterious 
prophet’ named Khidr.  Khidr is a spiri tual guide, who  
manifests himself as a real person and at the same time as an 
archetype. As Corbin tells us, ‘Khidr’s ‘guidance’ does not consist 
in leading all his disciples uniformly to the same goal, in the 
manner of a theologian propagating his dogma. He leads each 

ON KNOWING  
ONESELF
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of interest to this article is the implication of the words through 
being known by them. But let’s go slowly.

The name Al-Lah (the Compassionate-one) designates the totality 
of the attributes (Names) with which the Divine is invested. Whereas 
the individualised Divine whose Divinity is invested in the particular 
being is named al-Rabb (the Lord), as explained by Corbin.

Each being is the place of manifestation of the Divine Being, 
who is manifested in it as one of its attributes, one of its names. 
Each being manifests one aspect of the Divine (one Name), which 
in each being is its own individual possibility, or potentiality, to 
be unconcealed. It follows that even though each being is the 
manifestation of a Divine Name, unless this being discovers its 

own Divinity it will remain hidden to itself and to the Divine 
Name (the Lord) invested in this being. Existentiation of the 
particular being isn’t in itself enough for the Lord to know itself. 
The Lord needs that the being in which he is invested knows itself 
in order for both the Lord and the being to know their own Name. 

The situation of the Lord, seems to me to be quite precarious, 
as the Lord’s revelation to himself is dependent on the being in 
which he is manifested to reveal its own Name to itself. Unless 
this being acquires self-knowledge they both remain hidden, 
unknown, unseen, to oneself and to the other. And sad. Hence, in 
Ibn Arabi’s spiritual philosophy the most important of tasks for 
the individual is to know oneself, for the Lord’s sake and for its 
own. If it wants to win itself. 

The parallel with Heidegger’s passage is drawn. However, 
there is a twist. 

For Dasein to win itself it must first reveal its own authentic 
possibility. Let us remember that Heidegger is talking about a 
possibility. When this possibility is revealed it can be actualised. 
It can. And it might not. To reveal one’s own possibility is necessary, 
but not sufficient to actualise it. 

Dasein can still lose itself even though it has found itself. To 
win itself this entity must actualise that which it has revealed as 
its own authentic possibility. To win itself it has to become who 
it is. Or it will remain unrealised, unfulfilled. And lost. Nietzsche’s 
imperative is now intelligible. But a question arises: how can 
Dasein lose itself even though it has found itself? Well, that is 
another story, and another article. 

Teresa M. Corso is a psychotherapist in private practice.  
She has an M.A. in Continental Philosophy and trained  
as an existential psychotherapist at Regent’s College over  
15 years ago. In 2014 she completed an advanced course in 
Transpersonal Psychotherapy at CCPE. Contact Teresa at  
tmc@existentialpsychotherapyandcounselling.bacp.co.uk.

disciple to his own theophany – to the form of his own being’, to 
his own individuality. 

Hence, Ibn Arabi’s spirituality is a philosophy that aims  
to reveal the uniqueness of the individual, that which each  
man individually is capable of seeing. This seeing takes place in 
a spiritual perception and it’s a phenomenon like the perception 
of a sound or colour. As Corbin says in Alone with Alone: ‘What 
is made manifest in this phenomenon is the act of mystic 
consciousness disclosing to itself the inner, hidden meaning  
of a prophetic revelation.’ 

Given that it is not a sensory perception but a trans-sensory 
one, what is the organ of such a perception? Ibn Arabi says it is 
the imagination, and the heart is at the centre of the phenomenon 
of this perception. ‘The heart is the focus in which creative spiritual 
energy, that is, Theophanic energy is concentrated, whereas the 
Imagination is its organ,’ Corbin writes.

Having laid the foundation of Ibn Arabi’s spiritual philosophy 
I will now attempt to disclose the purpose of creation as outlined 
by this thinker, and connect the existential with the transpersonal 
view of the importance of self-knowledge.

Creation is a Theophanic phenomenon
‘In the beginning there was the Sigh.’ What is it meant by this? 
In the Hadith Qudsi (a collection of Divine Sayings) Ibn Arabi 
quotes: ‘I was a hidden treasure and I yearned to be known, then 
I created creatures in order to be known by them’. The hidden 
treasure is the One, the Origin, of all that is. Being One it is 
undifferentiated and unknown. This unrevealed God is the infinite 
possibilities of hidden treasures that God manifests in the creation, 
in the infinite possibilities of beings who in their individual being 
manifest an aspect of the Divinity, and their own uniqueness. 
Creation is the manifestation of the Invisible God. Invisible to 
itself, alone and unseen; yearning to be known, and sad. It is the 

sigh of compassion at its aloneness and hiddenness that in the act 
of release of the sadness brings the world into being. The breath, 
compassion and sadness are existentiating. They make visible the 
invisible. What we encounter here is not phenomena causing other 
phenomena, that is not possible - for, what caused them in the 
first place? It is the immaterial (the breath) that brings non-being 
into being. 

Hence, with the act of creation through the breath of sadness, 
out of compassion for itself, God, the undifferentiated One, becomes 
the object of knowledge of itself in its creatures. Ibn Arabi’s 
cosmogony is a succession of manifestations of beings. In so far 
as the creation is the manifestation of the Divine, of the Hidden 
Treasure, it is a theophany. 

God’s desire to reveal itself and to know itself in beings through 
being known by them underlies Ibn Arabi’s cosmogony. What is 

ON KNOWING ONESELF 
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Kirk Schneider is a licensed psychologist and leading spokesperson 
for contemporary existential-humanistic psychology. He is past 
editor of the Journal of Humanistic Psychology, adjunct faculty 
at Saybrook University and at Teachers College, Columbia 
University, and vice-president of the Existential-Humanistic 
Institute. James Gordon from the New School of Psychotherapy 
and Counselling interviewed Kirk Schneider recently.

Can you tell me when and where you first came across 
existential ideas? 
That is a complex question because technically it began in my 
freshman year at Ohio University when I was introduced to the 
likes of Kierkegaard and Nietzsche and read Maurice Friedman’s 
Worlds of Existentialism. I also was introduced to Hesse’s amazing 
Steppenwolf and Demian. That was my first formal introduction 
to the field, which just expanded and deepened when I decided 
to major in psychology and minor in philosophy.

However, informally I’ve long felt that my introduction to 
existentialism began when I was two and a half and experienced 
the tragically premature death of my seven-year-old brother (who 
succumbed to pneumonia). This event shattered my otherwise 
idyllic world and started me on a journey from which I’ve never 
‘recovered.’ The loss tore the fabric of routine and familiar living 
and opened me to the abysses of uncertainty and disarray. Nothing 
was the same again, even down to the greetings of my 
(understandably) horror-stricken parents. 

However, in spite of this upheaval, which sent me into a near 
psychotic withdrawal for a time, and thanks to the wisdom of my 
psychologically minded parents and a child analyst, I was able to 
move from a position of abject terror to one of gradual intrigue and 
even fascination with the world about me. I struggled intimately 
with the big questions about life – Why do we 
die? What is death? Will I die? How do we 
live in the face of such threat? What is the best 
life to live? – and I slowly began to appreciate, 
not just stand in horror before, those questions. 

So this to me was the beginning of an 
existential sensibility, a sensibility that opened 
me to the big questions about life and how/
whether to live my life, and to the great 
paradoxes of smallness and greatness that 
beset every one of us. It also didn’t hurt that 
my mother saw a psychoanalyst as well, and 
my father was a humanistic educator who 
eventually did his dissertation on the 
development of creativity in children. Both 
my parents engaged me in challenging 
personal and philosophical conversations and 
put great emphasis on my autonomy and sense 
of self-empowerment, although I also need 
to acknowledge that there was equally a quite 
intensive concern about my health and 

wellbeing that I now see as so very natural for grief-stricken 
parents. I’ve had other major existential challenges, such as my 
parents’ subsequent divorce, a quasi-breakdown at age 21, and 
the passing of my father at the premature age of 53, but this was 
the beginning of my existential awakening (awe-wakening) and 
struggle.  

Can you describe the influence of existentialism on culture 
in the United States?
Existentialism in psychology came essentially through Rollo May’s 
fabulous theoretical work Existence (1958) and then James Bugental 
and Irv Yalom provided very useful clinical applications for 
contemporary clients/patients. The American Psychological 
Association (APA) has a somewhat puzzling record on existential 
psychology these days. On the one hand the APA clearly views 
existential psychology as a major orientation among US therapies/

psychologies. In the last six years, the APA has published more 
works on existential psychology/therapy than ever before – this is 
exemplified by their first official text on the subject authored by 
myself and Orah Krug called Existential-Humanistic Therapy, along 
with two videos on the topic, with one on its way in the field of 
supervision. They have also published some wonderful new works 
on existential theory including Meaning, Mortality, and Choice: 
The Social Psychology of Existential Concerns, as well as Humanity’s 
Dark Side: Evil, Destructive Experience, and Psychotherapy. 

However the APA accrediting agency responsible for approving 
clinical graduate training seems to be going 
in the opposite direction; they rarely accredit 
existentially and transpersonal oriented 
programs, and they have succeeded in helping 
to create a hegemony of some 80% cognitive-
behavioural faculty at APA-approved clinical 
training programs. Furthermore, and very  
much antithetical to its stated research-based 
pr ior i t ies ,  the APA accredi t ing body  
seems to be overlooking the preponderance 
o f  psycho therapy  ou tcome resea rch  
that shows humanistic principles of practice 
– the therapeutic alliance, empathy and  
the like – accounts for far more of the  
variance than therapeutic technique in  
effective psychotherapy. 

Due in part to these issues, there has 
recently been a resurgence of interest among 
existential oriented therapists to establish 
their own formal training centres, and the 
Existential-Humanistic Institute’s certificate 
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program in the ‘Foundations of Existential-Humanistic Practice’ 
(in partnership with Saybrook University) is an example of this 
transformation. The Institute’s programs to date are doing quite 
well with increasing numbers of enrolees. It also has just recently 
been given the Charlotte and Karl Buhler Award from the 
Humanistic Psychology Division of the APA for an organization 
that has made an ‘outstanding contribution’ to humanistic 
psychology – however much more needs to be done in diverse 
parts of the country to counter the prevailing organizational trends.  

The question of how much existentialism has impacted culture 
as a whole is a much murkier one. I think the main place 
existentialism has filtered into the cultural consciousness in the 
US is through theatre and film. Films such as Citizen Kane, Grand 
Canyon, Tree of Life, American Beauty, Vertigo, and the recent 
Her, all bespeak a concern with the bigger questions of living and 
that which deeply matters. And plays such as Death of a Salesman, 
Glengarry Glen Ross, The Iceman Cometh, A Raisin in the Sun, 
and West Side Story also echo such themes. But except for 
psychology and minimally psychiatry, there is little explicit 
mention of existentialism in the US. Even the philosophy schools 
have apparently moved away from the existential temper with 
their emphases on philosophy of science (especially neuroscience), 
post-structuralism, and logical positivism. Although there are of 
course threads of existential thought – particularly in some of the 
post-structural conceptions of Richard Rorty, Ken Gergen and 
others – it seems to be pretty diffuse in the field as a whole. 

To sum up, a number of us are fervently attempting to educate 
both the professional and lay public about the relevance of a 
renewed existential sensibility in the US. I have been attempting 
do so with a number articles; books and chapters concerning film; 
spiritual sensibilities; and psychotherapy – but the outlook is 
decidedly unclear. Until Americans become upset enough with 
their quick-fix, efficiency oriented lifestyles, and the dystopian 

prospects of a ‘transhumanistic’ culture run by nanotechnology, 
genetic engineering, and robotics, existentialism will remain the 
imperative rebel – a rebel by the way that has deep roots in 
America’s democratic ideals (it’s just that it’s time for those ideals 
to become internalized, not just externalized and physical). 

In your last books you argue compellingly for an awe-based 
consciousness to our lives and environment as an antidote 
to extremism on a personal, social and global level. Can 
you describe what an awe-based consciousness might feel 
like on an individual level and how one might go about 
developing such a sensibility? 
As I intimated above, the sense of awe comes out of an encompassing 
experience of life (whether induced by crisis or simply full living). 
In my book Awakening to Awe: Personal Stories of Profound 

Transformation I detail the experiences of awe-wakening among 
seven interviewees, and the experiences dovetail closely with my 
own experience. In my own case, moving from a sense of abject 
terror to incremental intrigue and wonder was the seedling of awe, 
which I define as the humility and wonder (or sense of adventure) 
toward living. People who experience a full sense of awe usually 
have some sense of being both crushed/humiliated/humbled as 
well as exalted/astonished/empowered. For me, depth existential 
therapy was the staging ground for the development of inner 
freedom and the capacity for awe. In that arena, I learned intimately 
how to ‘stay with’ and explore my deepest fragility/limits as well 
as most dazzling desires/possibilities. Through the process of 
going back and forth between these poles I eventually was better 

able to appreciate the paradoxes of life or fuller ranges of my 
thoughts, feelings, sensations, and intuitions and thereby awe. 

At the close of Awakening to Awe I elaborate five ‘lenses’ or 
‘portals’ that helped me and others develop a greater sense of awe 
toward living. These were: the lens of transience (or acute awareness 
of the passing nature of time and life); the lens of unknowing (or 
acute awareness of life’s mystery and possibilities); the lens of 
surprise (or acute awareness of the chance for the unexpected at 
any moment); the lens of vastness (or acute awareness of the vast 
scale that contextualizes every moment of our lives, such as our 
rootedness in the indefinite dimensions of space, time, and the 
universe); the lens of intricacy (or acute awareness of the subtleties 
and details of people, places, and things); the lens of sentiment 
(or acute awareness of our many layered feelings and capacities 
for being moved); and the lens of solitude (or our acute awareness 
of the contemplative power of times of aloneness). 

Beyond the above, I detail ways to develop awe-based 
consciousness in child-rearing, education, the work setting, the 
religious and spiritual settings, and even the legislative setting in 
my books Rediscovery of Awe, Awakening to Awe, and The 
Polarized Mind: Why It’s Killing Us and What We Can Do About 
It. Basically, I see two general approaches to cultivation of awe-
based consciousness – the personal, more limited approach and 
the global, more expansive approach. The personal approach 
entails engagements such as depth psychotherapy, meditation and 
artistry, and the global approach entails major personal and cultural 
reforms across many sectors of living as I outlined above. I 
personally feel we need both forms of cultivation to make it as a 
species (and I mean within the next century). The recent acts of 
both war and terror in various parts of Europe and the US are a 
clarion call for the need to find a sensibility that crosses religious 
and ethnic boundaries, an essential sensibility that can help to 
bind the human divides, and I believe that sensibility, latent in 
all the major spiritual traditions, can be ‘awe.’

The way you describe your own journey towards awe, 
complete with your personal struggles and uncomfortable 
feelings of strangeness, certainly strikes a chord, as I am 
sure it will to many other readers who see themselves on 
broadly similar journeys. Nonetheless, to those unfamiliar 
with our work, the ontological condition of anxiety is widely 
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considered to be pathological. 
This often feels like a primal 
barrier to personal and political 
change and encourages rigidity 
in both. How can this be tackled 
without alienating people in the 
process?
This is what my books are all about 
– helping people to understand how 
po la r i za t i on  and  des t ruc t i ve 
extremism are driven by anxiety (the 
need to avoid), and it is precisely 
through facing such anxiety that we 
enter into a larger consciousness and 
richer life. I show this concretely through stories about people 
whose lives have been transformed by encountering their anxious, 
blocked off sides of living, and I illustrate how some basic 
frameworks for living can help. 

As I suggested earlier, these frameworks include what I call 
the ‘lenses’ of awe, that is, frames to help us experience the 
humility and wonder, sense of adventure toward living. Several 
other lenses are noted in my book Awakening to Awe, and these 
too are perspectives we can tune into every day. I think we need 
more books/videos etc. that make the discovery of an awe-based, 
anxiety-informed (as opposed to anxiety-disabled) life real and 
accessible. My series of videos for the Glendon Foundation on 
From the Polarized Mind to Awe – excerpts of which are also 
available on YouTube – also help to make this perspective available. 

THE EMPTY 
SEAT

approach. We have been very blessed to have remarkable students 
from Saybrook University and around the world, for example, 
students from Vienna (Sigmund Freud University), Malaysia, and 
Canada, as well as several parts of the US. Enrolment-wise we 
have done notably well with 8 students in our first cohort and I 
believe 16 in our current, 2nd-year cohort, including 3 or 4 
continuing in our advanced program. EHI has also been very 
successfully conducting annual national conferences – we’ve now 
had seven, featuring keynote speakers such as James Bugental, 
Irvin Yalom, Elizabeth Bugental, Robert Stolorow, and Mark 
Stern. We also have a quite comprehensive online video and book 
library, and are a steady visible presence through presentations 
at Saybrook University’s Residential Conferences.   

In short, our dream, inspired by James Bugental and a small 
gathering of us back in 1997, to establish EHI as one of the first 
formal training centres in Existential-Humanistic Therapy in the 
US, is becoming a very welcome reality. 

For more about EHI see ehinstitute.org and for Kirk Schneider’s 
work see kirkjschneider.com.

You are sharing a platform with theorists from Logotherapy, 
the Existential-Humanistic School, the British School, and 
Daseinanalysis at the World Congress. What are your 
thoughts about the gathering of these different psychotherapy 
traditions at this time?
I am heartened by this wonderful gathering of existentially-minded 
souls, and I say it is high time that it happens! For too long we 
(like so many psychospiritual ‘camps’) have gone off in our own 
encapsulated directions and become encrusted, uncomfortable 
with or even distrusting of one another as a result. I must 
acknowledge I have played some part in this, although I strongly 
believe in a dialogical and integrative field. My strong hope is 
that this unprecedented Congress will offer a perennial opportunity 
for profound inter-dialogue and discovery, and not just among 
the more known ‘schools’ that you mention but also among 
perspectives from both East and West that have not traditionally 
been focused upon.  

That said, I do think there are important and energizing 
differences among the major orientations.  For example, what are 
the respective stands on spirituality, process/content distinctions, 
phenomenology and hermeneutics, multiculturalism, the 
interpersonal dimension, integrative therapy, therapy’s relevance 
to social and political problems, and social activism? 

What are you and your colleagues currently working on 
at the Existential-Humanistic Institute?
We are currently completing our second year of courses for our 
certificate program in the ‘Foundations of Existential-Humanistic 
Practice’ and we are beginning an advanced component of the 
program for those who wish to continue their development of the 

PA O L A  P O M P O N I
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From Nietzsche to Sartre,
Theories of freedom and choice

Yet, trapped in prejudice
Life is cheaper these days.

Lazy Gods in sky
Confused prophets on earth,
Life has always been cheap

Yet, cheaper these days!

Contact Mehrshad Arshadi at mehrshad_ar@yahoo.com

From the borders of Ukraine to the streets of Paris
Terror and broken skulls

Life is cheaper these days.

7000 languages, 40000 dialects
Yet not a single word of compassion

Life is cheaper these days.

Roads under the ocean
Highways to the sky

And not a bridle path to wisdom
Life is cheaper these days.
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For her MA research, Rebecca chose to 
consider the relationship between fiction 
and being and becoming a psychotherapist. 
As part of the hermeneutic critique of her 
role as researcher, Rebecca posed the 
questions she has asked her research 
interviewees to herself. Below is a selection 
of these questions and her responses.

How would you describe your relationship to fiction?
It is a relationship I hold deep value in, in that reading fiction has 
always mattered to me. However it has mattered more or less at 
different stages of my life. In this sense, my relationship to fiction 
has, and continues to be, fairly dynamic and changing, although 
the constant is the value it holds in my life.  

Perhaps the most recognisable change is that when I was a 
child I read voraciously, but I read to escape from the world. Now 
as an adult, circumstances mean I read less fiction, but I would 
say I read as way to connect to the world. I do not seek to lose 
myself in fiction now; whilst I love the experience of being taken 
over by a story and having its characters accompany me as I go 
about my every day, this experience has become one of connection 
to the dysphoria, struggles and joys of life, which now I choose 
to engage with, as opposed to seeking an escape from. 

I was a discontented child and reading fiction was a means to 
tolerate the more difficult experiences of my childhood – it offered 
me a comforting alternative. When I was very young, I read Enid 
Blyton’s Famous Five series, over and over again.  The characters 
seemed to have the freedom and adventure I craved from a very 
early age.  They carried boxes of 
matches and lit fires, they found 
caves to sleep in at night and rather 
than wash dishes after dinner, Timmy 
the dog would lick them clean instead 
– I found this freedom and lack of 
recrimination impossible, captivating 
and deeply appealing. 

What kind of fiction do you read?
I don’t feel that I lean towards a 
particular genre, although I am 
definitely drawn to books which 
are more philosophical in that the 
characters pose questions about 
themselves and the time and society they reside within. I look 
to stories where struggle and dilemma is latent within the 
narrative. I hadn’t read much as a teenager as I resented how 
books were selected and imposed upon me at school and sadly 
made the defiant decision not to read for those few years. 

I didn’t discover a passion for reading again until I was eighteen 
and left home to travel. I developed a friendship with – and strong 
admiration for – someone who was to study English at Oxford 
later that year and when he finished reading Crime and Punishment 

FICTION AND ME
B Y  R E B E C C A  G R E E N S L A D E

he passed it onto me and I read it to impress him! I devoured it. 
It felt like the world as I experienced it was finally revealed to 
me; that it is a place bursting with emotional paradox. Dostoevsky 
provoked me into empathising with a murderer and this was both 
complex and permissive for me. And it did set me on a path to 
discovering literature that evokes existential themes or dilemmas, 
for example I began to read authors such as Tolstoy, Kafka, Sartre 
and Camus, although I don’t consider these themes to be unique 
to a particular genre. I also find them within more contemporary 
writers, such as Eggers, Vonnegut and Murakami. 

Whilst I was training to become a psychotherapist, I read very 
little fiction, although it was a time when I began to read novellas 
more, as short stories were more manageable alongside the required 
academic reading. I particularly love Raymond Carver. I love that 
his short stories don’t have endings - they are simply descriptive. 
They remind me of the film Blue Valentine (2011). Achingly but 
beautifully painful, the film journeys through a struggling 
relationship, but its ending is inconclusive – it is left to the viewer 
to decide whether the couple’s love had in fact ended or not. I am 
always disappointed when novels or films end ‘neatly’, or 

conclusively as this just doesn’t fit 
with how I experience life. I’ve just 
f i n i s h e d  r e a d i n g  E g g e r s ’ A 
Heartbreaking Work of Staggering 
Genius and the final few pages 
exploded with such unexpected rage 
and revelat ion,  I  reread them 
r e p e a t e d l y  i n  a n  a t t e m p t  t o 
understand. That final emotional 
outburst pushed me beyond the 
words on the page and I love that 
– endings which invite my own 
imagination or interpretation. 

I have also begun to pick up books 
on poetry more recently. Bukowski’s 

poetry springs to mind. I practice Zen meditation and just over a 
year ago, I did a one month residency at a Zen Centre in Southern 
California, deep in the San Jacinto mountains. In the spirit of pure 
intention (!), I took only books on Zen to read and study for the 
duration of my stay. One afternoon, out of curiousity – or possibly 
boredom – I wandered into the small library at the centre and 
found Bukowski’s The Last Night of The Earth Poems. I remember 
sitting on the floor, in the silence and stillness of this little library 
and feeling ignited as I read the poems. The precision, the depth 
and simplicity of his observations felt more ‘Zen’ to me than any 
of texts I had been reading in that they seemed to meet life just 
as it is.  And I began to bring Bukowski, not Dogen, to my interviews 
with the Abbot! 

Are there any particular literary characters that have 
influenced you?
The first literary female character I identified with was Jo in Little 
Women. I read Little Women repeatedly between the ages of 
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around eight and eleven.  I fell in love with Jo. She struggled with 
subduing herself, as I did.  She was as tomboy as she could be in 
nineteenth century America – this was a great aspiration of mine 
aged eight or nine, to the extent that I called myself Richard for 
a while! When the remake of the film came out with Winnona 
Ryder playing Jo, I was furious. She didn’t play ‘my’ Jo – the 
complex, compassionate rebel I had experienced her to be. In fact, 
I still resonate with Jo today. I would love to be described as a 
‘compassionate rebel’! Perhaps I needed Jo to act on my behalf 
over that time, until I grew old enough to rebel on my own terms. 
Jo demonstrated that it is possible to be at odds with circumstances 
yet still make compassionate choices within that discord. I still 
feel a huge amount of love towards her as I think about her now. 

More recently, I would say Camus’ Mersault. He continues to 
perplex me. I read The Outsider right at the very start of my 
psychotherapy training and I remember asking myself, how would 
I work with Mersault if he was my client? How would I be with 
individuals who display indifference 
to their actions and choices, or for 
whom morality plays no part in 
informing them? As a character I 
find him to embody both simplicity 
and complexity and this is very 
provocative for me. 

What role has reading fiction 
played in your philosophy and 
practice as a psychotherapist?
Personally, it’s been very important 
in that much of the values I bring to 
my practice have been wrestled out, 
or brought to my attention, through reading literature. I was 
surprised that fiction played no part on the reading lists whilst I 
was training as I consider to it to be such an evocative medium 
to thinking about both ourselves and others. 

I’m certainly not opposed to training curricula containing 
academic texts; I think engaging with these brings their own very 
rich and provocative challenges, however I do not believe that 
they are – or should be – the only way to engage with understanding 
our relationship to ourselves, to this profession and to the people 
which participate within it. When I finished the ADEP last year, 
I spent a few months devouring fiction again. I was ravenous. 
Despite being part of a rich developmental experience, there was 
also a part of me that felt impoverished and I needed to replenish 
myself with the insights, prose and evocations fiction offers me. 

So, it has been my experience that psychotherapy trainings 
hold a strong bias towards the perceived credibility of academic 
textbooks as sources of learning. However, in many respects, 
aren’t they also essentially fiction? The most obvious example is 
of course the Diagnostic Statistical Manual. Despite 95% of the 
diagnoses in DSM V  having no biological or aetiological grounding 
whatsoever, it has sadly come to form the basis and justification 
for psychiatric and pharmaceutical intervention. Yet, 95% of 
diagnoses are fictions, created by Joseph Spitzer & Co sitting 
round a table in between holiday breaks paid for by pharmaceutical 

FICTION AND ME
CONTINUED

companies, creating fictitious human character traits and concerns 
(I wish I was being cynical here).  I lament the fact Regents’ 
woefully miniscule library did not include a fiction section as the 
‘compassionate rebel’ in me would have delighted in repeatedly 
relocating the DSM to the fiction section over my four years as 
a student there. 

One of the interviewees for my thesis drew my attention to a 
vital consideration that has been a wonderful disruption to how 
I understand my research. She questioned whether fiction actually 
exists at all. For the author is writing from a position of lived 
experience and engagement and the reader is reading from a 
position of lived experience and engagement. So what if the stories 
aren’t ‘real’ – there is no fiction in our response to what we read: 
it is live, active and immediate and as relevant to learning about 
the human condition as a more ‘scientific’ discourse. In this sense, 
does the dichotomy between academic works and fictional works 
even exist?

I also feel that the discipline and act of reading fiction supports 
me to cultivate a phenomenological attitude towards my clients. 
Reading fiction isn’t like reading an academic textbook in that 
we can’t simply dip into the chapters we feel most interested in 
or which affirm our values and views. With fiction, we must start 
at the beginning and settle into our relationship with the book; 
sometimes this comes easily, sometimes it takes more care and 
attention. With fiction we must be attentive to the description, 
conversations, character development, which has been set at the 
author’s pace, not ours. We can bring awareness to ourselves 
anticipating events, pay attention to the characters and parts of 
the narrative we feel drawn to or frustrated by; in this respect I 
consider the attitude reading fiction both requires and cultivates 
to be deeply phenomenological. 

I do believe reading fiction expands me, in that it is an invitation 
to consider and re-consider how I relate to others and the world 
around me through actively engaging with characters and narratives. 
It is useful to me when a client reminds me of a character, or 
experience, in a novel or story as it brings another perspective 
from which to consider their dilemmas and my relationship to 
them. Reading fiction, in my view, can cultivate relationship 
forming and can be a valuable discipline to maintain alongside 
practicing therapy. I do think I would practice psychotherapy 
differently if fiction had not been so important to me. As Irvin 
Yalom observed, ‘the truth of fictional characters moves us because 
it is our truth.’ As a truth-seeking practice, for both therapist and 
client, it seems that engaging with fiction has a valid and valuable 
place in becoming and being a psychotherapist. It has for me.

Rebecca Greenslade works as an existential psychotherapist 
and supervisor in London. She is currently reading ‘Beauty and 
Sadness’ by Yasunari Kawabata. Contact Rebecca at 
rebeccagreenslade@hotmail.co.uk.
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NEWS AND NOTES
IF YOU WORK WITH 
CHILDREN
I wish to inform all SEA Registered 
Members that at a recent Committee 
meeting of the ‘Education, Training, 
and Practice Committee’ (ETCP) of the 
UKCP it was officially agreed that 
members who work with children will, 
at a minimum, need a ‘Child Marker’. 

The ‘Child Marker’ is available to 
those who are not fully qualified as a 
Child Psychotherapist but who meet the 
minimum standard of training and 
experience to work with children.   

This does not mean that those who 
find themselves working with younger 
people through certain circumstances 
are necessarily breaking UKCP 
Guidelines, but that anyone who wishes 
to advertise that they provide such 
services will need the Marker. 

The Constructivist and Existential 
College (CEC), of which the SEA is an 
Organisational Member, has decided to 
hand the process of acquiring the 
Marker over to the College of Child 
and Adolescent Psychotherapists 
(CCAP), who are better equipped to 
deal with the matter. 

Members who wish to acquire this 
Marker need to contact CCAP who, I 
understand, are charging £80 for each 
of what I understand to be a two-stage 
process. Their contact details are 
available on the UKCP website.
Paul McGinley
CEC Representative

EXISTENTIAL 
ACADEMY OPENED
The Existential Academy was officially 
opened on 13 December 2014. It is the 
home for Existential Therapy in the UK 
and the New School of Psychotherapy 
and Counselling as well as the Dilemma 
Consultancy. 

The building, located at 61-63 
Fortune Green Road in West 
Hampstead, London, offers 300 square 
meters of classroom space and 
consulting rooms, the NSPC office, 
library, kitchen and toilets.  It has been 
fitted out purposely for the use of 

NSPC and Dilemma and is fully DDA 
compatible, with disabled lifts and 
toilets. 

The Existential Academy is now a 
not-for-profit Community Interest 
Company, directed by Digby Tantam 
and Emmy van Deurzen, and has been 
set up specifically to provide services, 
training and post-graduate study in 
philosophy, psychology, psychotherapy, 

counselling and coaching to all those 
interested in the existential paradigm. 
We are hosting evening talks on 
Tuesday evenings and will soon have 
an intensive short course and CPD 
programme in place as well. 

We hope that the UK community of 
existential therapists will be benefiting 
from the new building and that some of 
the SEA talks and workshops will take 

E M M Y  VA N  D E U R Z E N  ( P R I N C I PA L  N S P C ) ,  D A W N  FA R R O W  ( O F F I C E  M A N A G E R  A N D  B U R S A R ) , 

L I N D S AY  VA N  D I M K  ( M A R K E T I N G  A N D  A D M I S S I O N S ) ,  L U K E  C A N N O N  ( I T ) , 

S A S H A  S M I T H  ( A C A D E M I C  R E G I S T R A R ) ,  &  S A R A  F I S H E R  ( D I L E M M A  C O N S U LTA N C Y )

F O R T U N E  G R E E N  S I T E
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WORLD CONGRESS 
FOR EXISTENTIAL  
THERAPY 2015: CALL 
FOR VOLUNTEERS
On 14-17 May, London will host a 
gathering of the world’s most 

NEWS AND NOTES
CONTINUED

influential existential psychotherapy 
theorists and practitioners. This will be 
a thrilling opportunity to listen and 
speak to the leading lights of the global 
existential therapy movement as they 
muster under one roof for the first time. 

We have organised an absorbing 
programme of talks, workshops and 
presentations that we hope will begin a 
new era of dialogue and collaboration 
between the different schools and 
researchers within our movement.  The 
Congress will take place in the stately 
grounds of Church House, Westminster.

The organising committee is still 
looking to recruit volunteers to help 
deliver this important event. We are 
looking for people able to assist us with 
registering delegates, advising first 
time visitors to London, and helping 
speakers and stallholders prepare for 
the day. We are offering a day ticket in 
return for a day’s help. If you are 
interested in lending a hand at this 

The event was one of those times in life when 
I felt I had experienced something quite 
extraordinary. It felt like Ernesto was delivering 
his life’s work with all the passion, warmth and 
engagement that he could muster.

It is impossible to summarise 3 hours  
in such few words, however there were some 
broad noteworthy sections. After creating  
an instant rapport with a packed room at the 
NVCO he made a  s t rong argument  for 
d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  b e t w e e n  e x i s t e n t i a l -
phenomenological theory and philosophy, and 
writings on existence that are of interest to the 
existentialists but in no way limited to that. 
Built on this solid foundation, he treated us  
to a beautiful reading from T.S. Eliot’s The Four Quartets.

Ernesto then proceeded to propose what he believed defined 
existential-phenomenological therapy: relatedness, uncertainty 
and anxiety. Using his now trademark double-flip-charts he 
presented his concepts of worldview and worlding. He challenged 
us to take part in an exercise to support his concepts in a more 

experiential way. It felt like a unifying moment 
as people shared their own experience of the 
exercise and Ernesto fielded thoughtful questions 
from the audience. 

He offered incredibly insightful ideas on 
the three phases of therapy and the archetypal 
role of the therapist  as:  idiot ,  fool and 
executioner. You could feel the buzz in the 
room as the lucidity of the concepts dropped 
and resonated.

The last question from the audience was  
a corker and I paraphrase ‘yes you are inspiring 
but  how can I  re ta in  th is  in  the  harsh  
reality workplace given the current climate’? 
I simply could not do his answer justice.   

He confessed to enjoying the freedom he now holds to be able 
to think and speak unabridged. His answer was both moving 
and shattering, positioning his envy of the challenge and the 
importance of the task. 

Contact Michael Montgomery at michael@logic23.com

If you would like the solution to the last issue’s crossword, please email the editor at insidework@gmail.com

historic event please register your 
interest online: 

http://www.existentialpsychotherapy.
net/congress-fees/student-volunteers/

We look forward to seeing you all at 
the World Congress.

The Organising Committee for the 
World Congress for Existential  
Therapy 2015
Contact James Gordon at  
nspcjames@gmail.com

place here from now on. As you 
probably already know, the Existential 
Academy is organizing the first World 
Congress for Existential Therapy in 
May. There is more information about 
the congress elsewhere in the 
newsletter.  We look forward to 
welcoming you both to the EA and to 
the Congress this year. 
For more information contact Sasha 
Smith, nspcsasha@gmail.com.

CPD EVENT: ERNESTO SPINELLI
2 1  M A RC H

B Y  M I C H A E L  M O N T G O M E R Y 
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Some personal reflections on saying goodbye to my husband, Ian 
Macgregor (1965-2014), who died of brain cancer last summer.

I’m walking around the ever-decreasing circular  
labyrinth in the hospice grounds, trying to face where we 
are in our life together, desperately grappling with now. I 
walk inwards from the edge, tiptoeing on cold stone as if 
the presence of my toes might scorch the ground. Each 

pace marks a moment, a flash of memory that I brand to the 
path. I’m 18 and we’re in a jazz club on our first date, 

giggling. It’s 3am and we stumble out of the 606, waiting 
to join the night bus revelry. It’s our first night in Paris, 
black coffee and Gauloise. Another footstep forward and 
it’s dreamy days stumbling back from a wine-tasting and 
yet another and we’re camped out under the stars. We’re 

collecting the keys to our first flat together, choosing 
wedding rings, saying ‘I do’ and ‘till death us do part’. I 

walk us through maternity wards, sleepless nights, adoption 
panels, becoming our family, happy ever after. My 

footsteps speed up, racing forwards now of their own 
volition, their own particular cadence. And before I know it 

I’m tripping over myself and we’re having coffee in 
hospital again, second opinions, skiing on steroids, praying 

that you’ll beat the statistics, telling our children it’s 
terminal, together signing do not resuscitate forms, nearing 

the centre. I scream a thousand goodbyes as your breath 
fades and what was us disintegrates.

Contact Dr. Charlotte Macgregor,  
Deputy Course Leader, DProf, NSPC,  
at charlottekmacgregor@gmail.com

EVER-DECREASING CIRCLE
B Y  C H A R L O T T E  M A C G R E G O R

Editor’s note: If possible, I would like to use this page for other endings, personal or professional. If you have any that  
you would like to share in prose, poetry or imagery, please send them to me.

E N D I N G S
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